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Delta Sigma Theta Members,
LOCAL OFFICERS AND CHAIRMEN of Delta Sigma
Theta pose with national officer. Left to right in upper
left photo: Sorors Leola Gilliam, corres. sec'y, Lucia
James, past southern regional director; Corinne May-
buce, south western regional director; Mary Collier,
local president, Eurline Couch, dance chairman, Georgia
Stewart, Institute chairman. and Emogene A. Watkins,
recording sec'y. The dance committee (seen upper right
Friends Dance Amid
photo) have a tender feeling for the beautiful wishing
well as they gathered elatedly beaming pride for a suc-
cessful dance. Kneeling; sorors Carla Crenskiw and Lila
Dumas. Standing left to right: Sorors Geraldine Pope,
Eurline Couch, Elsie Thomas, Mary Fields,-ltlarie Edge,
Leola Gilliam, Arneda Martin and Geraldine Anderson.
This unique pyramid, (photo center left) P ong the
many fabulous decorations seen at the dance captuted
the attention of the crowd as they entered the dance
floor. Pausing before it are left to right: Dr Harold An.
derson, Soror Maggie McDowell, co-chairman of dance;
Thomas Johnson, Soror Eurline Couch, dance chairman;
Soror Georgia Stewart, meeting chairman, and escort
Norman Hudson. Gaiety prevailed at this glamorous
table, (photo center right) hostessed by Sororm Maxine
Smith and Cecelia Willis. Deltas and friends danced to
Pomp, Ceremony
the melodious strains of 'Tenderly," especially dedkat-
ed to Deltas. Some are seen lower photo left. Soror Flo.
rence C. McCleave (lower photo right) honorary mem-
ber of Delta Sigma Theta sorority leads members, ac-
companied by Soror Meryl Glover at the organ, in sing.
ing their national hymn which she composed.
—(Coleman Photos)
• Mary Fields, Mr. and Mrs. An-
drew J. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
• Lawrence Westley, Mrs. Johnetta
Kelso. Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Wil-
lis, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer,
Mrs. Ruby Gadison, and a
of others.




By Emogene A. Watkins
SPRING IS TRYING HARD to
come on time this year. .every-
time it puts its dainty green thumb
outside the window . . that sea-
sonal delinquent Jack Frost comes
along to snip it off. . .and so. • .
Spring tries to outwit him and
puts pretty pink frills on the trees
. .for just a scare. .awakens
the daffodils, prods the shrubbery
to wear its greenery. . .speaks to
the wind in behalf of the boys
with their kites. . .and in no time
at all Jack Frost is licked. . .de-
spaired and Spring moves right
on in.
Milady is quick to notice these
signs too. She quickly changes to
her straw hats. . .they are dis-
tinctive this year. Like the early
morning when dew is fresh. . .
and everything is slowly awaken-
ing. . .I like Spring best of all.
*
SETTING THE PACE early in
the week for gay abandon and ex-
citement, members of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity entertained their
wives and sweethearts and a few
close friends on Tuesday, March
33 with a cocktail party at the
Flamingo Room. A delightful band
. . .new to the club, featuring
Bill Fort and his combo, enter-
tained the dancers with good mu-
sig. Not a few arose the next morn-
ing with sleep still in t Ii e i r
eyes. . .but also with memories
of a happy evening. ..which even
a steady rain failed to daunt.
Fraternity brothers gathered
mid way the proceedings a n d
sang their familiar hymn . . . .
branching out to their popular
"If Anybody Asks You Who We
Are" . .. led by W. T. McDaniels
and Charlie Tarpley. On hand
with their wives and friends were
Brothers L. 0. S win g I e r, Dr.
Fred Rivers, Dr. W. H. Young,
Dr. Theron Northcross, Dr. A.
E. Horne, 0. B. Johnson, J. L.
Brinkley, Dr. Leland Atkins: A.
B. Owen. L. Alex Wilson, D. J.
Thomas, Robert Lewis and several
other brothers.
Other guests were Miss Jewel
Gentry, Miss Martelle Trigg, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Hargraves, Mrs.
Ann Hall, William Weathers, Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Dr. and
Mrs. E. Frank White, Mr. and
Mrs. John Gordon. Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Jones, Dr. and Mrs. A. L.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. John Out-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Camp-
week was Harry liNans of Jamai-
ca, L. 1., N. Y., who is with the
Associated Publications, Inc., of
New York City. He took in a bit
of the social life by first at-
tending the Alpha Cocktail Party
as the guest of L. Alex Wilson
. .and on Wednesday night was
entertained at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Purdy of 1542
Cella Circle. He also visited sev-
eral points of interest including
the Universal Life Insurance com-
pany, Memphis World newspaper
office and Tri-State Defender.
* • •
TAKING ADVANTAGE of a
Spring break, two LeMoynites,
Miss Gladys Steinberg, and Miss
Dorothy Johnson enplaned to De-
troit, Mich., where they were
house guests of Gladys' sister,
Mrs. Ernestine Moore Last week.
They anticipated an exciting
time . . . .their hostess had giv-
en them her promise!
* • •
MISS WILLIE MAE Alexarsder
enticed her guests with beautiful
prizes as she entertained h e r
bridge club the Su Amigos at
Tony's Inn last week. The mem-
bers welcome! Lorraine Phillips
as a new member. . .but miss-
ed their president, Minnie Sanders
who was called out of the city to
the bedside of her father who is
ill; and Marie Smith who was
Present were Mamie Dillard
and Delois Boone, who won the
club prizes, Juanita Allen, Lean-
ther Gallion, Mattie Jackson and
Mrs. Lawrence Bridges. Guests
present were Elois lifiashington,
Jean Mason, Martha Whitney: and
Ann Jones who won tlae guest
prize.
• * •
THE JUST US BRIDGE club
members had an unusually good
time at their meeting which was
hostessed by Harriet Walker at
her beautiful Parkway residence.
on last Friday. Althea Price.
Bettye Bland and Helen Hayes led
in the bridge scores vieing only
with guests Leola Gilliam and Viv-
ian Tarpley who won guest
prizes.
Present were Mesdames I d a
Olive, Lillian Campbell, Juanita
Brinkley, Augusta Cash, R osa
Robinson, Ruth Beauchamp, Sal-
lie Bartholomew, Walterine Out-
law, Johnetta Kelso, Carrie Na-
bell Dr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, 
bors. Marguerite Rivers. R ut h
, Lewis, Addie Jones, Marietta Lat-
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Owen, Mr.
. Wig, Marion Gibson, Ethel John-and Mrs. Ted Beauchamp, M r s son. Catherine Johnson, Frances




number club members found the 
atmok
phere. . .food. . .and jolly con-
versations. . .not to mention the
cards. . .to their liking when Ger-
aldine Gray and Emma Young en-
tertained them out at Tony's Inn.
Dolores Purnell and Elsie Tho-
mas walked off with the club
prizes while Lena W'oodson a n
Vera Stepherson took home t h e
guest prizes. Other guests enjoying
the happy occasion were Dorothy
Bowen, Josie Flowers, Jacqueline
Flowers, Ophelia Watson, a n d
Shirley Vann.
• • •
DROPPING IN ON the Bluff
City for a bit of business last
* • •
THE SAVETTES Social club in-
vites you to attend their card par-
ty which o ill be held next Friday
at 1379 Richmond. The president,
' Elaine Campbell, and secretary,
Shirley Morgan are looking for-
ward to your presence.
• s 5
MISS MARIE BRADFORD en-
tertained the JUGS at the home
of Josephine Bridges last week.
Josephine and Anderson, you know
are the proud parents of their
third joy. . .a girl, Keath Chey-
enne, born on Feb. 27. The girlsi
i had a relaxingly wonderful time
that evening, and couldn't resist
a conversation piece about the
lovely little Keath.
5 * •
THE SOUTH Eastside Commun-
ity club members enjoyed a won-
derful meeting at the residence of
Mrs. Frances Laws recently. They
discussed many plans and had a
delectable menu. Present w er e
Mesdames Willie Alford, Almittie
Allen. Emma Lee Williams, Rosa
Lee Taylor, Bessie Williams, A.
B. White. Susie Little. Susie Mil-
ton. Gertrude Allen and Catherine
Davis.
5 s •
MATRONS OF THE Greater
White Stone Baptist church w ill
sponsor a tea at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. A. R. Williams of 1302
Quinn on Sunday. March 25. They
wish for all of their friends to at-
tend from 4-6 p m. Mrs. Lillie B.
Sease is president.
• n, •
MRS. LENA HILL of 824 Pen-
ton was the honoree at a gay
champagne party given by mem-
bers of her club. It was a fare-
well occasion because she will
soon take up residence in Califor-
nia. Many thoughtful gifts were
presented to her ,and delicious
service of food was enjoyed by
everyone. G uest s indulged in
several exciting games of whist.
• •
SUPPORT OF EFFORT of the
Board of Trustees of the Lelia
Walker club house, and members
of the City Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs to renovate and j Michigan gains about 52,000
redecorate the Lelia Walker Club residents each s'ear.
PRESENTED IN RECITAL —
Miss Padrica Mendez, color.
a tur a soprano of Bethune-
Cookman college, received an
outstanding ovation as she ap-
peared before hundreds of
music lovers at Bruce Hall,
LeMoyne college, under aus-
pices of the National Council
of Negro Women, F' r id a y,
March 17. She exhibited great
charm and talent which pre-
dicted a promising c a r e e r
ahead as a concert singer.
Miss Mendez was named al-
ternate to the Spirit of Cotton
during the 1955 Jubilect when
she appeared here. A soror of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
Miss Mendez is being present-
ed a bouquet of flowers by the
president of Alpha Gam ma
Sigma chapter, Mrs. Houston
Collier. Her accompanist was
Mrs. Genevieve Wisner shown
seated,
'Sweater Girl' Title
To U. Of Dakota Coed
Miss Gwendolyn Crawford was ,
crowned University Sweater Queen
last Friday night in a contest spon-
sored by the Independence Student
Association at the University of
North Dakota. A presentation of
beautiful roses complimented the
lovely young lady.
A senior at the University, ma-
joring in music, Miss Crawford
is the daughter of Mrs. Irma
Crawford Oystern, of 675 Marechal
Neil st., and Robert Crawford of
1744 State Street.
She has attended the university
for two years, and prior to that
was a student at Rust college in
Holly Springs, Miss., and sang
with the well known Rust College
Touring group. She entered Uni-
versity of North Dakota on the
Lillian Samuels scholarship.
She also serves as president of
MVC Players
Accept Dales
The Mississippi Vocational col-
lege Players Guild has been in-
vited by the Young Matrons club
of Yazoo City, Mi•s. and The Gam-
ma Epsilon Sigmo chapter of Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity, Inc., of Me-
ridian, to present "Antigone", a
Greek tragedy adapted by Lewis
Galantiere from the play by Jean
Anouilh.
Tbe Players Guild will appear in
Yazoo City at Yazoo City Training
school on Monday evening, March
19, and in Meridian at T. J. Harris
Senior High shool on Tuesday eve-
ning, March 20. Both performances
are scheduled for 8 p.m.
House! Attend the movie, "Flame
of the Islands" to be shown at the
New Daisy Theatre on April 4-5.
• • •
I1AD THE HAPPY Pleasure of
renewing lots of acquaintances,
and making new ones this past
week as Deltas from places near-
by came to Memphis to attend the
Leadership Institute held on Le-
Moyne college campus wih Al-
pha Gamma Sigma chapter as
hostess.
Two dynamic sorors, Miss M.
Lucia James of Tallahassee, Fla.,
a past regional director, and Miss
Corinne Maybuce of Baton Rouge,
Southwestern regional direc-
tor, were the leaders of the Insti-
tute.
Among those who came from
Jackson, Tenn., were So r or s
Anna Lee, a teacher there who is
a columnist for the Tri-State De-
fender, Bertha H. Collins. Irma
(*batman, and Mildred Williams.
From Knoxville. came Irma Daw-
kins. Louise Kimbrough. and Hen-
rietta Harper. Representing
Brownsville, Tenn., were: Sorors
Velma Waller, Crinna Barksdale,
and Willa Bell Rawls. Little Rock
sent the largest delegation which
included June Green. Doroth y
White, Etta Walker, (icon Dozzell.
Sue C. Williams. president of the
chapter there, Mary E. Johnson,
Marjorie M. Johnson. Hazel !Ism-
son and Thelma Dozier.
Representaitves were here also
from Fisk. Tennessee State univer-





The Ebony Social club held its
regular meesing on Friday, March
19. Business discussed includedplans for the Saint Patrick Tea
which was held Sunday, March 18
at 824 Olympic st. from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m.
Sick members were reported.
Mrs. Odessa NVilliams is recuperat-
ing, and Mrs. Viola Woody gave
birth to a lovely baby girl. The
members wish them a speedy re-
covery. President is Mrs. Gladys
Rankins and Mrs. Rosa M. Bobo
is reporter.
Pi Lambda Theta, honorary edu-
cation society; member of Sigma
Iota, honorary music society; and
is a representative on the Student
Council,
Miss Crawford is the sister of
Robert Crawford, jr., popular Committee, Inc., sponsors




ATLANTA — Dr. Mary L. Red-
dick, chairman of the biology de-
partment at Atlanta university, is
one of some 20 graduates of Rad-
cliffe college pictured in at work
-)n the Radcliffe Ph.D. published
by the Radcliffe Committee on
Graduate Education for Women.
George Peck Heads LNC
NEW YORK — George Peck,
former New York newspaperman,
was elected last week as chair-





You remember them always ... the magic moments
when the two of you pause and enjoy together the
tingling treat of ice-cold Coca-Cola. This matchless
drink is so much a part of our lives that the invitation to
Ha‘e a Coke is a word of welcome and a symbol of
warm regard. Have a Coke... right now!
IROMPO UNDER AUTMORITT 00 THE COCA COLA BCTTLING COMPANY BY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
rop.ste,ter 'rod. ̂ ,r ? MA, T.E. COCA COLA COMPANY
Delta Leadership Institute Held
At LeMoyne For Sorors ,Of Area
Alpha Gamma Sigma chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority was
hostess to more than 20 sorors
from Delta chapters in several
neighboring cities and states at a
Leadership Institute held Satur-
day, March 17 at LeMoyne col-
lege.
Leaders were Sorors M. Lucia
James, past Southern regional di-
rector, of Tallahassee, Fla., and
Corinne D. Maybuce, Southwest-
ern regional director of Baton
Rouge, La.
Soror James served for two con.
secutive terms as Southern re-
gional director, and received the
respect of all chapters for her un-
selfish, and efficient service, and
gracious personality. She is libra-
rian at Florida A and M univer-
sity, and in addition has found
time to become a den mother for I
approximately 20 cub scouts. For
her outstanding contributions she
was recently awarded a silver cup
by the Boy Scout organization in
Florida.
Soror Maybuce is also a dynam-
ic member of Delta Sigma Theta,
and principal of an elementary
school at Baton Rouge. She has
been very active in leading char-
ity drives such as Polio Founda-
tion and Cancer Research. S h e
has received much recognition for
her superior work in educational
and .civic circles.
REGIONAL DIRECTOR
Present Southern regional di-
rector of the sorority is Mrs. The].
M. Cobb of Tallahassee, Fla., who
is also general chairman of the
Leadership Institutes. Charman of
the local Institute was Soror
Georgia Stewart,
The Day's program began with
registration at 9:30 followed im-
mediately by a Get Acquainted
Coffee Hour in Brownlee Hall- At
10:30 the ladies assembled in the
Lecture Hall and held a formal
opening. The two leaders, Sorors
James and Maybuce greeted them
following which they went into
preliminary discussions of soror-
ity problems.
At 1 p. m., they attended a
luncheon in LeMoyne Commons
and resumed their meetings in
General Assembly there. Soror
Padrica Mendez, who had scored
a tremendous success in concert
the night before, under sponsor-
ship of National Council of Negro
Women, sang before the group . .
Nvilo registered much pride at her
performance.
Workshops on various phases of
the sorority's work were held con-
currently. embracing such topics
as: Membership, Community Re-
lations and Service, Delta Pro-
gram, and Teamwork of Officers.
Each workshop had its own lead-
er and reporter, who came toge-
ther as a reporting panel to as-
semble the findings and conclu-
sions of each workshop. A conclus-
ive summary and evaluation was
held at the close of their discus-
sion.
Following adjournment at 4:30
p.m., the group departed by chart-
ered bus for a motorcade to vari-
ous interesting points of the city.
Chairman was Soror Rosa A- Rob-
inson.
At 9 p.m., the group were guests
at a Cocktail Party given by the
Memphis Pan Hellenic Council
at Club Ebony. Later at 11 p.m.,
they were guests at "A Night In
Delta Land,'' a formal dance
sponsored by the hostess chapter,
Alpha Gamma Sigma, at Club
Ebony.
Delta sorors across the United
States are meeting every weekend
between now and April in twenty
two Leadership Institutes designed
to strengthen chapter program
and relations. The Institutes are
being held in centrally located cir-
cles and an intensive program has
been worked out for the Work-
shops.
Nineteen members of the soror-
ity were trained in Washington,
D. C., in December to carry lead-
ership at the Institutes. These
women came from all parts of the
country. They are attending these
Leadership Institutes in teams of
two. Each workshop has the same
program of workshop and discus-
sion periods.
MR. AND MRS. Kenneth 0.
Crenshaw were married re-
cently at the home of the
bride's parents in Nashville,
Tenn. She is the former Miss
Ruth Whitaker, daughter of
Mrs. Kathleen C. Irby, of 1305
•
7 Sardih street. He is an Air-
man First Class stationed In
France. Left to right: Robert
Crenshaw, and Miss Mildred




Miss Ruth Whitaker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Whitaker of
Nashville Tenn., recently became
the bride of Airman First Class
Kenneth 0. Crenshaw, son of
Mrs. Kathleen C. Irby, and step-
son of James A. Irby, of 1305-7
Sardis st.
The ceremony was performed by
the Rev. C. Tindrell Vivian, of
Nashville, at the home of t h e
bride's arents. Nuptial music was
presented by Miss Archilene Tur-
ner and Miss Mabel Batey,
Given in marriage by her fa-
ther, the bride had as her only
attendant, Miss Mildred Bedell°
White of Tuscumbia, Ala, Robert
Holmes of Memphis served as
best man.
The bride is a graduate of Ten-
nessee A and I university, and is
a teacher at Woodstock Traininilb
school. The groom is an Airman -•
First Class in the U. S. A i r
Force, ands„has returned to Chat-
teaureaux, France where he is
serving as chief clerk typist. Mrs.
Crenshaw will make her home




A beautiful wedding was solem-
nized at Bloomfield Baptist church
on Sunday, March 18 uniting Miss
Ernestine Porter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Porter, of 317
W. Utah, in marriage with Wil-
liam Beck, jr., son of Mrs. Sa-
vannah Beck, of 308 Silverage.
Rev. L. S. Biles, pastor, officiat-
ed.
Music for the occasion was ren-
dered by Mrs. Azaline Lester,
accompanied by Mrs. Shirley
Vann. The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Velma Hal.
The radiant bride was given in
Mr. Beck
marriage by her father. Maid of
honor was Miss Cora Berkley.
Bridesmaids were Miss Irma Hill,
Miss Margaret Wilson, Miss Ber-
nice Bobo, Miss Myrtis Sims, Miss
Eunice Gordon and Miss Wilma
Anderson,
Edison Morrison attended t h if,110.•
groom as best man. Groomsmen
were S a m Blue, Walter Blue,
Sherman Richards, L. J. Patter-
son, Wile McGee and Leon Berk-
ley, A reception followed imme-
diately at the home of the bride's
parents. The couple will make
their residence at 308 Silverage.
This vets dag . .
Godefroy's Larieuse Hair Color-
ing can make your hair as lovely
as you wish it could he ... gives
youthful color to gray hair.. adds
glowing new color to drab,
colorless hair... Starts you look-
ing younger, lovelier.,, this very
day.
You can depend upon Gode-
froy's Larieuse, the famous brand
in the red box known, ap-
proved, for more than 50 years.
Get it at your favorite cosmetic
counter this very day!
In 18 flattering shades.
Shara000 hair titorouahly.
A B it dri•,, rrnic Crailif,oy
lor.•uto as ebrottild
2. Apply Gedefrey'llo.,••
tite. Yrtth I•attely applicator
clucl•d pockap•
3. mt.. (Pier he dovol•
owed, shampoo hue, osein,
sitt In your 'overdo styli,.
0,
1
MEMBERS of the wedding
party are seen at Bloomfield
Baptist church where Miss Er-
nestine Porter became t h e
bride of William Beck, jr.
(Withers Photo)
"A MAN CALLED PETER"
was presented by the Lane
college players recently and
Dr. J. 0. McShine, head of
the department of modern for-
eign languages at Lane, term-
ed the play a "truly magnifi-
cent performance." Directed
by Mrs. H. Glass Musgrove,
before a large audience. The
accompanying picture is a
scene from the play. Lewis
Purham playeq the role of Dr.
Peter Marshall and Miss





ia — A five-year plan for the ex-
pansion of educational opportuni-
ties for Africans was announced I
here this week.
Prime Minister R. S. Garfield
Todd said an additional $10,000,000
would be spent for education if
Africans, making a total for the '
next five years of $45,000,000.
Additional revenue to help fi-
nance the program will be obtain-
ed by an increase in the annual
tax paid by Africans from $2.80
to $5.60. It is expected that this
will yield $1,500,000 yearly.
In a statement explaining t h e
plan, Tidd, who is also Southern
USED CARS
THAT CAN BE USED






MONEY • LOVE • GOOD LUCK AND
HAPPINESS CAN BE YOURS
PROPHET WARD
Has 'Wised many people get the things
they want in life. Your problems solv•
W. your questions answered, your
lucky numbers given. Writs today:
PROPHET WARD
P.O. Sop ?SI. Dept. D.. Augusta, Oa.
Men and High School and Laborers
Women Colleen Students Executives
GET STARTED IN
FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT
There Is a big demand for "American
Know Nov' throughout the world
Travel to far away Places and get
Paid the high dollar.
Our directory lists over 70 different
countries an d hundreds of the
world's leading firms, that employ a
large variety of skilled and unskilled
help. Send for your copy of "TEE
MAW DIRECTORY" Today!!
THE ESAW PUBLISHING CO.
P o Box 421. Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
Check. Cash or Money Order — $3.00
MEN! WOMEN!
Don't feel Old, be alive. Have Ps, Vim.
Vigor. vitality. Take "VIMINIA" and eh.
joy life. Feel youn• and strong again
VIMINIA takes up where nature leaves
off. A dietary supplement formula. 30-
day supply $S sash or c.o.d. Send $1, If
cod.
THE WEAVER CO..
170S Butt St.. Nacogdoches, Texas
ARE YOU WORRIED
ABOUT MONEY. HEALTH. HAPPINESS?
If you are. let me tell you what causes it
and what te 44.   it. Send your
comOste birthdate and SEW In cash to:
MRS. CLAUDE ELLIOTT.
1135 Hort.ni. Si., Dallas IS, TeSiti
Rhodesia's Minister of Native
Education, declared that education
was "the key to the future of
African progress."
CAN'T AFFORD IGNORANCE
"No country can afford to carry
a large illiterate population," he
said. He added that this was recog-
nized in his country where the
aim had been to provide a five-
year course for as many children
as possible.
At present there are 550.000 chil-
dren of school age in Southern
Rhodesia, but only 340,000 are in
school. Here in the capital c it y'
10,000 who belong in school are
roaming the streets.
The prime minister reported
that a number of pupils spend as
much as six years mastering the
work of the first three years of
' schooling and 70 per cent never
progressed beyong the third year.
He said the main reason for this
is not inability, but the fact that
66 per cent of the teachers
lower grades are untrained.
UNTRAINED TEACHERS
Of the 8,500 teachere in the coun-
try's elementary schools, 4,663 are
untrained.
Todd said one of the goals of the
five-year plan would be to train
4,000 more by 1960.
He explained this would change
the present situation of 104,000 pu-
pils in the first grade and only
4,000 in the sixth "from one of
depressing stagnation to one of new
hope."
The ''cl ad-
ditional high schools and substan-
tially increase the opportunities
for business and vocational train-
ing for Africans.
It will also provide preparations
for entrance to the Central Afri-
can Federation's new university,
which is to open nert year.
Commenting on the doubling of
the tax and taking a forward and




CAIRO — Officials of the Cairo
International Fair, which will he
held next year in the Abbassia
Desert on the outskirts of Cairo
met recently to discuss plans for
construction work on the fair
Farm Operators Must
file Before April 15
All farm operators, tenants and
sharecroppers who had net earn-
ings of $400 or more from their
own faming operations are re-
quired to report their farm income
and pay the social secuity tax to
the Internal Revenue Service not
later than April 15.
J. W. Eanes, manager of the
Memphis social security office,
said these returns must be filed
and the social security tax paid















WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PRIFFRINTIAL
SIR ViCi'
tenants and sharecroppers, have
an option in reporting their in-
come. If the farmer grosses be-
tween $800 and $1800 he has the
choice of reporting and paying the
tax on half of his gross or on his
actual net earnings. A farmer
grossing over $1800 must compute
his net earnings, but if he has
less than $900 net he may claim
$900.
SHOULD FILE NOW
Farmers having income in cash
rent or crop shares on farm land
they own or rent should not re-
port such income for social secur-
ity purposes, Mr. Eanes said.
Farmers who do not have so-
cial security cards should immed-
iately file applications for cards
with the social security office. The
farmer's personal social security
number identifying his individual
account is called for on Federal
income tax forms. Farm income
must be reported on Form 1040
and Scheduled, F which may be
secured from Internal Revenue
Service offices.







In line with their policy of fair
dealing as well as cooperating
to every extent in eliminating ra-
Watkins Company this week points
out the various colored dealers op-
erating in the Memphis area, says
H. M. Meyers. branch manager.
These various individuals, w h o
have been selected during the past
years to distribute Watkins prod-
ucts directly to Memphis homes,
have been chosen because of their
willingness to work and thr am-
bition to advance in the Watkins
sales organization, Mr. Meyers
said.
Back in the early 40's this na-
tion-wide sales organization made
it possible for Negroes to qualify
for sales work as well as distri-
butorships being owned by Ne-
groes, stated Mr. Meyers.
According to Memphis officials,
there are over 40 distributorships
in the United States currently be-
ing managed by former successful
Negro, a highly anti Negro piece
Watkins dealers come under their
direct supervision.
Percentage - wise the company
has been consistently following
out the established practice of
maintaining Negro dealers in pro-
portion to the colored population
being served by the various dis-
tributors, Mr. Meyers said.
These statements and the ac-
companying pictures came from
the company after publication here
of a "ginger" letter on selling the
Negr9, a highly anti-Negro piece
which bore the Watkins company
name. Officials say they do not
the know the origin of the le t te r,
which provoked much discussion
in the Negro community.
Southern Bell Telephone com-
pany has asked the Davidson !
County court to enjoin the State
Public Service Commission from
preventing the company's putting
increased telephone charges in ef-
fect under bond, subject to re-
fund, pending final determination
of its rate appeal now before the
court.
The company on Feb. 23 appeal-
ed to the court a Jan. 26 order
of the Tennessee Public Service
Commission which granted South-
ern Bell less than one-third of the
increased revenue that it h a d
sought. The local service increas-
es which would become effective
if today's request is granted, would
not exceed 20 cents per month
for any residence telephone or 75
cents for any business telephone
in the state.
Gene r al manager. Sam H.
Youngblood said today's. action ,
was taken to protect the company
from further revenue losses while
the court is considering the appeal,
"LOW EARNINGS"
"The company has experienced
low earnings in Tennessee to r
many months and the inadequate
rates prescribed by the Commis-
sion in its recent order leave the
earnings at a critical level. Since
any relief which may eventually
be allowed under the appeal coulii
not be made retroactive substan-
tial revenue losses will continue
daily whple the matter is pending
unless the court provides protec-
tion.
"At the same time. Southern
Bell svould post a surety bond to
provide refunds to subscribers it
the rates finally determined should
be any less than those collected.
Thus the subscribers as well as
the company would be protected.
EXPANSION COSTS
The decision of the Commission
on its January order made avail-
able even less revenue than is re-
quired to cover cost increases that
occurred during the 14 months
that the company's application
,u as being investigated. Nothing
was provided to In the in-
adequate earnings level that made
the application necessary in the
first place. The additional revenue
now sought under bond will not
provide full earning requirements
but will only partially offset con-
tinuing cost increases.
"Nleeting the needs of the public
in Tennessee will require us to
spend 'approximately $86.000.000
for telephone expansion and im
provement during 1956 and 1957.
Such expansion is of tremendous
importance to the state's future.
It is in Tennessee's interest fo r
Southern Bell to realize a fair
return because adequate earningF
are essential to enable us to meet
the public demands!
Brotherhood Week Is
Slated At St. Stephens
The 19th Brotherhood Observ-
ance at the St. Stephens Baptist
church will be hleld Sunday, March
26. Rev. Kelly M. Smith, of Nash-
ville, will be the guest speaker,
at 3 p.m.
The church minister, Rev. 0. C.
Crivins, will deliver the 11 a.m.
message. Music for the 11 a.m.
service will be furnished by the
St. Stephen Male chornrs—and at
3 p.m. the Gospel Temple Male
Chorus and the Pattersonaires of
the New Salem Baptist church




Miss Emogene Hurst, of Okla-
homa City, Okla., business educa-
tion senior at Tennessee St a te
university, has completed her of-
fice internship at Universal Life
Insurance company headquarters
in Memphis, Tenn., in partial ful-
fillment of degree requirements.
Designed for on-the-job experi-
ence, the course offers opportuni-
ties for business executives and
school administrators to jointly
guide students in search of ;
knowledge and experience.
Miss Hurst is Alpha Kappa Al
pha and is active in the Student
Christian Association, Future Busi-
ness Leaders of America, and her
dormitory club of which she is
' There will be a musical pro-
gram following the BTU service,
beginning at 9 p. m. It will fea-
ture the Shiloh Male chorus and
other guest talent.
The public is invited to all the
services.
William Yates is chairman for





Get Pep, Vim; Feel Younger
Thoo,ands of couples are weak, worn-out, ex-treasurer. howled lust because body lacks iron. For new,younger feeling after 40. try Ostres Tont,'Tablets. Contain iron for pep; supplercer.doses vitamins B1 and B. In e single d,h°Ores supplies as much iron as 18 dozen tawoysters, 4 lbs. of liver or 16 lbs. of beef. 7-day'get-acquainted" sure costs little. Or get &ma-mmy size and save $1.45. At all druggists.
The Rural Electrification admi
istration financed power lines in
1949 to circle the earth seven
times.
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THIS WHISKEY IS 4 YEARS OLD. 86 PROOF.
A ST. PATRICK'S DANCE
was the way L'Avenir Social
club members entertained
their friends on Friday. March
16, at Currie's Club Tropicana.
Dressed in sisterly f a s hi on
these young ladies celebrated
the popular day by wearing
identical green felt skirts and
white blouses. Left to right:
(Front) Miss Jacqueline low -
era, Miss Ophelia Watson, Mrs.
Audrey Bledsoe, Miss !Hattie
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Miller, Mrs. Rutha D. Pegues,
Mrs. Dolores M. Lewis, Mrs.
Ophelia Holmes, Mrs. Dorothy
Berkeley, and Mrs. Carol
Miller. (Withers Photo)
100 Black Sash St. Patrick's Dance
Women Routed Given By L'Avenirs
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa;
— (ANP) — Nationalist party sup-
porters attacked about 100 v;oin-
en of South Africa's "black sash"
movement last week following a
sharecropper and Hunter as a
port against the government's ra-
cial segregation laws,
None of the women was injur-
ed seriously during the incident,
- but eye glasses were snatched off.
one. One woman was thrown to
the ground. The husband of anoth-
er was punched in the face %% hen
,he iient to her aid.
The "black sash ladies" are
members of the Women's Defense
of the Constitution League. T h e
organization was formed last year
to protest the packing of the South
Africa Senate by the Nationalist
government to achieve constitu-
tional changes.
These changes removed mu-
latto, or colored, voters from the
common voting register,
with gold tinsel. . .against a white
background. . .Irish hats with the
Pipe. . .the traditional Irish sym-
bols for St Patrick Day, set the
tone for the St. Patrick's Dance
given by members of L'Avenir So-
cial club on Friday. March 16 at
Currie's Club Tropicana.
Intriguing to say the least, were
the huge green snakes equipped
with red fangs and wierd gold
tinseled eyes, that were coiled
around the posts and over t h e
iukebox. .This creative decora-
bon done by one of the members
created a mild sensation! After
a few hours they began to look
real!
M e Ill e r s themselves were
dressed alike in becoming green
felt circular skirts which 1 h e y
wore with low V necked white
blouses. They were: Mesdames
Audrey Bledsoe. Dorothy Berkeley,
Dolores M. Leeis, Carol Miller,
huge green shamrocks sparkling ophelia Holmes, Botha D. Pegues
Misses Jacqueline Flowers, Ophel-
ia Watson, anti Mattie Fugh.
Ga. Farmer Gets
$266 For One Ham
FT. VALLEY. Ga. — The price
of hogs being what it is (aroliwit
13 cents per pound) Simmon Pe1
ton, farmer of Macon county, that
this $266.20 is a pretty fair price
for a single ham.
Felton's 23-pound ham, declar-
ed grand champion ham at the
annual Fort 'alley Ham and Egg
show here last week, brought just
that at auction. he going price
chanted by auctioneer F. R. Spen-
cer. county agent of Meriwether
county, was $12.10 per pound.
he premium price was bid by
P. L. Hay, representing the Bank-




G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!
Goes where  a.25o1 INDOORS, OUTDOORS,
ALL AROUND THE HOUSE!
Amu.= is one-third smaller than any other TV
Cl of its type. Take it on trips. From room to room.
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.
Features rugged built-to-travel cabinet, built-in
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way interference
protection. In cordovan finish. Model 14T007.
aThe two-ton. aeries with
'mew car look. Center handle ie
a/uniinuen. Available in tenre
cotta lk ivory (Model 141'00e)
or gray a ivory (Model




We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts
• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
BOTH OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.























































































Barons Are Now Giants 
Judges Vote
MEMPHIS, Tenn.—The new own- I phis, has, with the consent of
 other
Cr of the Birmingham Black Bar- owners of the Negro Ameri
can
ons. Dr. Anderson Ross of Mem- ,league. changed the 
name of his
newly acquired club. From now on 1 The old name of th
e club has
the Birmingham Black Barons wilU long been offensive to 
a large se- 1 By RUSS J. COWANS
be the Giants. ment of the baseball fans
, but it
ARRANGING SCHEDULE —
Owners of teams in the Negro
; American league met in Mem-
phis last week to arrange a
schedule for the 1956 season
which opens May 20. Seated,
left to right are: Dr. W. S.
Martin, Memphis Red Sox. and
Dr. .1. B. Martin. president of
the league. In the rear, left to
right. are. Dr. Anderson Ross,
Birmingham Giants. and Ted
Rasherry, Kansas City Mon-
archs.
Eagles To Open 1956 Grid Season
/With Rattlers; Bears Will Follow
DURHAM, N. C. — Spring foot-
ball practice for the North Caro-
lina college Eagles began March
11. At the same time Floyd Brown,
athletic director, annaunced an
eight game schedule for the team.
(EDITOR'S NOTE) This is an-
other in a series of stories on
the prospects of major league
teams with tan personnel for the
1956 season.)
• * •
Ariz., Manager Al Lopez said there played the three outfield slots, 
since 1948, got his first chance with
was only one player sure of W third and second base and short- 
the varsity last season. He turned
regular position. And that player, stop. He was the team's most val- 
ers on the Cleveland roster. The Harrell is in his fourth season in in
 some creditable performances
Lopez said, could not be sure of uable player, by all odds. 1 
others are Billy Harrell, up from organized baseball. His last two in
 relief, pitching staff, aided by young.
what position he would play. , LED TRIBE HITTING I
 Indianapolis, who plays both the were at Indianapoli




Lopez had in mind Al Smith, the smith led the tndian regulars infiel
d and outfield, and Jose San- ted well, showeo plenty of speed on Smit
h to take up some of the ' stronger at shortstop, weakerin
Indians' versatile genius who per; at bat with a .106 average, w
as, tiago, the Puerto Rican reliefer. and performed capably on defense
 slack in the team's offense caused the outfield. noby's punch will be
As the Cleveland Indians opened formed in six positions in t h e second in RBIs and thi
rd in home' General Manager Hank Green- BANK ON SM11.11
 by the departure of Larry Doby. I missed, as well as his edu
cated
their spring training in Tucson, 1 fruitless 1955 pennant drive. He run
s. in the two previous seasons l berg has been talking about mak- Santiag
o, in the Cleveland chain' The big question is where he: centerfield 
defense.
Saxton Beats halo To  Regain Title
Wiley Drops 2 1
Games To
Grambling
NAL To Start May 20;
For Winner
Birmingham
game tentatively scheduled for
Durham Athletic park where res-
ervations are already open.
On the following Saturday. the
Eagles' nest in Durham; 'Oct. 6,
St. Augustine's college; Oct. 20,, league opener.
Coach Herman H. Reddick's proud Morgan Sttae college Bears. Marylan
d State college in a home.' The spring exhi
bition games be-
charges saw plenty of action last The NCC eleven opens season co
ming game and Nov. 22, the gin April 15, wit
h the Birmingham
seek as they opened the drills play with the Rattlers in Dur
ham traditional Carolina Classic with Gian
ts and Memphis Red Sox
for next fall's rigorous schedule. on Saturday, Sept. 24 in a night Bil
l Bell's A and T Aggies. I playing 
in Birmingham. The "I always thought a guy had
 Right now Nov. 10 is an open Giants pla




; date that Brown and Riddick say'
April 22, and again on April 29. pionship," said the ex-ch
ampion,
like to fill with a tough, STARS




The Detroit Stars meet the fight. All Saxton 
wanted to do
Other games away for Riddick's G
iants in Birmingham May 6. was run and clinch to 
last out the
l 
Eagles include Virginia State,' whi
le the Monarchs play the Red' 15 rounds."
Petersburg, Oct. 13; Shaw univer-' 
Sox in Memphis. Detroit goes toi Gilmer voted 
Saxton, 144 to 142
sity, Raleigh, Oct. 27; and South 
Birmingham on May 13, and Kan-(points. Judge 
Hintz had it 145
Nov. 3. 
sas City will be in Memphis.
Kansas City at Memphis, and I Manus voted for
 the new cham-
to 138 for Saxton, and Judge Mc-
Carolina St a t e, Orangeburg,
Detroit at Birmingham on May 27,
June 3, Birmingham and Memphis,
in Memphis; Kansas City, Detroit
open; June 10, Detroit and Kan-
sas City open; Memphis vs Bir-
mingham; June 17, Birmingham
vs Memphis. Memphis; KKansas
City vs Detroit, New Orleans:
June 24, all teams open; July 1.
Memphis vs Birmingham, Bir-
mingham; Detroit vs Kansas City,
open; July 4, Birmingham vs return match this summer.
Memphis, Memphis; Detroit vs Saxton won the welterweight title
Kansas City, open. Oct. 20, 1954, when he won a 15
-
Kansas City and Memphis will
play exhibition games in Texas
during the week of May 6.
he has led off in most games.
Smith is one of three tan play-
1 g t g
from Bmoklyn collected two
' big awards last week. First, the
powerfully-muscled Saxton defeat-
ed rugged Carmen Basilio, Conas-
tota, N. Y., to regain the welter
weight crown.
Second, sober-minded Johnny
collected a purse of $42,000 as his
!share of the net gate of $83,008.
Basilio was paid the same amount.
There were many in the crowd
of 12,145 paying customers who
disagreed with the unanimous de-
cision of the referee and two
judges. Further, the corp of New
York writers were unanimous in
their feeling that Basilio had won.
CARMEN TENDERIZED
Ill go along with the officials.
Basilio was the aggressor in the
fight, but his face resembled a
steak that had been tenderized by
a hammer. There was a cut
above his left eye, one beneath
the same optic, both eyes were
swollen, the left completely clos-
ed, and he was bleeding profuse-
ly from the nose.
The crowd didn't start booing
Saxton after the decision had been
given. Instead, the new welter
weight champion was booed when
he was introduced and the booing
continued throughout the bout. The
fans just don't like Saxton's style
of fighting. •
Johnny fought a smart battle.
He said before the Tight that he
would box Basilio and that is what
he did. He used a left jab effect-
ively, drawing blood from Car-
men's nose early in the fight. He
never ceased his attack on the
bloody organ, causing Basilic) to
have difficulty in breathing.
"I had to outbox him, not slug
him,- Saxton said in his dressing
room. "He was told to rush me
and I backpedaled, jabbed and
crossed my right. The system
worked and I
PRAISED FORMER CHAMP
The 25-year-old Saxton, who was
raised in a New Jersey orphanage,
praised the 28-year-old ex-champ-
pion as a "rough customer — the
best in the division."
Basilio in his dressing mom, was
very critical of Referee Frank
Gilmer and Judges Ed Hintz and
James McManus.
Johnny Saxton, the "F  Or-i h in
OPEN WITH FLORIDA
There are two additions to the
Eagles' 1956 list, Florida A & 31,
whose famed Rattlers drubbed
the Eagles seterely in Florida
some years ago,- and Eddie Hurt's
A Right Decision
JOILNNY SAXTON REGAINED marked his card for Saxton in the
his world welterweight champion- eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth
ship on Wednesday night, March stanzas.
To Play 10
Grid Games
was not this which prompted Dr.
Ross to change the name. Floyd
Meshack, owner of the club in
1955, had the Birmingham Black
Baron name copywrited, and to
avoid any law suits, Dr. Ross ask-
ed for, and was granted the right
to change the name.
PRODUCED GREAT PLAYERS
The late Joe Rush used the
name of Black Barons when he
put the team in the old Negro Na-
tional League in 1924. Over the
years some great players have
performed for the club, including
Willie Mays, Artie Wilson, Lorenzo
"Piper" Davis, Harry Salmon,
Sam Crawford, Ed Steele, current
manager of the Detroit Stars, and
Kelly Searcy, southpaw pitcher
now with the Baltimore Orioles.
In the past ten years the Bir-
mingham club has had no less
than four owners. William "Sue"
Bridgeforth, Nashville, followed
Tom Haynes, Memphis, in 1952.
Last year Sid Lynor and Mesack
bought the franchise, with Lynor
pulling out at the end of the first
half.
At a meeting held here earlier
this year, the owners voted to take
the franchise from Mesack be-
cause of league violations, and sell
it to Dr. Ross.
CANADY NAMED MANAGER
Dr. Ross said Jim Canady. for-
mer Birmingham player, would
manage the Giants in the 1956
campaign. Homer "Goose- Curry
has been renamed manager of the
Memphis Red Sox, starting his
eighth year as pilot of the club.
Ed Steele will continue as man-
ager of the Detroit Stars, and Olin
"Jelly" Taylor has been named
manager of the Kansas City Mon-
archs, succeeding John "Buck"
O'Neil, now serving as a scout
for the Chicago Cubs.
The owners drew up a schedule
for the coming campaign which
opens May 20, with the first half
of the split season ending July 4.
'The Detroit Stars will open the
season at Memphis, and the Kan-
sas City Monarchs will meet the
Giants, in Birmingham, in the
14, in the Chicago stadium by out-, Saxton showed practically no ef- MARSHALL, Texas—The Wiley
boxing Carmen Basilio, winning fects of the battle other than !Wildcats have carded 10 football
-the unanimous decision after 15 being temporarily exhausted. Ba- games on their 1956 grid slate,
rounds of clever ring generalship. ' silio. on the other hand, bled accarding to an announcement
although most of the crowd of 11. in the fifth, eighth and twelfth, made here ..by Fred Long, athele-
373 didn't like the verdict, But i His left eye was badly damaged , tic director. Four encounters are
there was nothing wrong with it. at the close of the final round. listed for Wiley field while the
Judge Ed A. Ilintz, who most '
likely will be the new Illinois State
Athletic commissioner, voted 145
to 138 for Saxton, Judge J. F.-
McManus marked his card 147 to
140 for Saxton and Referee Frank
Gilmer had it 144 to 142 for Sax-
ton. That was IT.
What swayed the crowd was the
.* betting. For soin• unknown reason
• the champion was a 2 to 1 favor-
ite up until the day of the fight,
teen the odds on Basilio went to
9 to 5. Perhaps the bookies had
felt that Basilio's ability to take
punishment and finish strong de-
served such odds. Some of the fol-
lowers of the humble onion farmer
from Canastota. N. Y., banked on
Carmen to repeat two victories in
the 12th stanza over Tony De-
Marco. Despite this, the two men
were evenly matched.
Saxton won on boxing and en-
durance. He wasn't getting care-
less. He knew the great Carmen
had a terrific left which he re-
spected. Saxton boxed, hit a n d
backed away. This the crowd did!
not appreciate but Saxton was af-
ter the championship and fought
as he had planned. He repeated-
ly landed on Carmen's jaw with
left hooks.
It was the eighth, eleventh,
twelfth and the last three rounds
at caused both the referee and
Judge McManus to give Saxton the
required 10 points which the Illi-
nois boxing body rules must go
to the winner of the round. Judge
Hintz gave Basilio the last t w o
rounds by One point each. lie
The crowd didn't like the fact remaining six will be staged on
foreign fields.
Highlighting the home sched-
ule will be the annual Wiley
homecoming that will feature
Zip Gayles' Langston Lions who Beats TSU Runners
will be the guests at the big oc-.
I casion on Saturday afternoon, HOUSTON. Texas—The 
Prairie
Nov. 3. , View track team outpointed 
Texas
The recent return of Long to the Southern university, 96-65, 
in a
helm of the Wildcat grid forces dual meet here last Saturday
.
will renew one of his most ror- The Panthers won first 
places
rid personal rivalries in _the...in the high jump, broad 
jump,
Southwest conference with the7 shot put, discus throw,
 javelin,
veteran Langston mentor, Gay- one mile run, two 
mile run, low
leq hurdle and the mile relay
.
round decision over Kid Gavilan
in Philadelphia, but lost it to Tony
DeMarco on a TKO in the 14th
round in Boston, April 1, 1955.
DeMarco kept the title a little
over two months losing to Ba-
silio on a 12-round TKO in Syra-
cuse. Basilio scored another 12
round knockout of DeMarco in de-
fense of his crown last Nov. 30.
The former champion had not
lost a decision since he was beat
en by Kid Gavilan in 1953.
Basilic) has yet to win a fight
in Chicago. He lost a 10-round de-
cision to Chuck Davey in the
same ring where he lost his title
to Saxton on July 16, 1952.
again. And you can t
joying being world champion i‘e! oward To Open 33-Game Baseball
teriieight ,
• ; blame him.
Season Against Dartmouth College
Prairie View Team
pion, 147 to 140.
Basilio weighed 146 and Sax-
ton 146 3-4.
Each received 30 per cent of
the net gate and shared the same
way in the $50,000 television re-
cipts.
James D. Norris, president of
the International Boxing club,
sponsor of the battle, said the two
fighters would probably meet in a
that Referee Gilmer rightfully
"broke" the fighters whey they
were tied up without one hand
being free. But what crowd is there
that completely understands t h e
rules of the game?
Now that Saxton rules the roost
in the 147-pound class, if there is
a rematch. which is quite likely,
the site of the fight will be up
to Johnny and you can bet all the
,tea in China that it won't be in
Syracuse. N. Y., where the of-
ficials are "more than kind to Ba-
silio." Saxton may wait for the
winner of the Sugar Ray 14olon-
son versus Bobo Olson fight in
Lo: Angeles on May 18.
Anyhow, right now, he is en. H
Rattlers To Host
S/AC Tennis Meet
TALLAHASE111 — Some 20 col- 1
leges and universities are expect-
ed to be represented in the annual
Florida A and M open inter-
collegiate tennis tournament sche-
uled for March 23-24. according to
tennis coach Walter Austin.
The host school's net squad will
be led by Captain Roosevelt Tho-
mas, senior from West Palm
Beach who won the 1955 Florida
State singles crown, and finished
in the runner-up spot for the 1955
national intercollegiate singles
title.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — How- 1
ard university athletic director
!
James T, Chambers today an-
nounced a 33-game varsity base-
ball schedule for 1956.
The Bisons, members of the
Central Intercollegiate Athletic as-
sociation, open at home with a pair
of non-conference games against
Springfield college, of Mass., Mar.
23 and 24.' All home games will be
played at the Ellipse, south of the
White House.
On March 27. Howard meets
Dartmouth college at home before
opening its CIAA schedule against
Winston-Salem Teachers the fol-
lowing day. The game with Win-
ston-Salem will be away, and will
be the first six games to be play-
ed in North and South Carolina by
the Bisons on their first roa d
trip.
The Bisons open their conference
home scheduled with Maryland
State college defending CIAA
champions April 13.
Local teams appearing on this
year's schedule include American
university, 1). C. Teachers, An-
drew Air Base, Montgomery Jun-
ior college, Bolling Air Base and
Fort McNair.
Fourteen conference games have
been scheduled by the Bisons who
are seeking their second cham-
pionship since baseball was reviv-
ed at Howard in 1947. In addition
to Winston-Salem and Maryland
State, Howaft will meet Fayette-
ville State Teachers (N. C.), Shaw
university (N. C.), Lincoln univer-
sity (Pa.), Delaware State, and
I North Carolina A & T.
I In nine years of competition un-der Coach Tom Johnson, the Bi-
sons have finished second in C. I.
' A. A. play on two occasions,
i and won the conference title in1949.
By COLLIED NICHOLSON
GRAMBLING, La. — The Gram-
bling Tigers employed an extra-
base hitting formula Saturday t--)
crush Wiley college 18-11, in
loosely played game that sent the
East Texans whirling homeward
with their second successive de-
feat. Grambling crushed Wiley
20-6 Friday.
Eight Tiger hitters clubbed three
hurlers for 14 assorted blows in
the finale. The hits ranged all the
way from an unproductive bunt
to a grand-slam homer by An-
drew Rue.
Will Hall and Ed Horne hit back-
to-back four baggers for Wiley in
the fifth in an effort to overcome
disaster. The winners used 18 play-
ers in the game and failed to
score in only two frames, the fifth
and sixth. Rue was the winning
pitcher. Eugene Walker was cred-
ited with the defeat.
Unimpressive for three innings
Friday, the locals broke loose with
vengeance in the fourth stanza on
Bertrand Gladney's three-run hom,
er and proceeded to knock down
six Wildcat pitchers.
Gladney hit two homers and a
single in five trips to the plate.
The Shreveport freshman drove in
five runs and handled four chances
flawlessly at third base.
SOCKO Saxton's victory rode
on a good left hand. He used
the left effectively to jab and
book. Here he hooks a left to
will play — it might be any of
the outfield positions or at third
Chances: Whether the t outed
GONE Carmen Basilio, cut
and bruised by the punches
of Johnny Saxton. makes a
desperate try for knockout
punch in the last four rounds
of the 15-round title bout in
Basilio's jaw In the 11th
round of the 15-round title
bout in Chicago stadium,




Prairie View A&M college track
team edged Houston Tillotson
college, 86 points to 71, in a dual
meet held in Austin last Satur-
day.
Prairie View placed first in
10 of the 18 featured events.
These included the 120 high hur-
dles, pole vulta, high jump, two
r
mile relay, shot put, 850-yard'




the 100, 220 and 440-yard dashes
the 440 and 880-yard rela).,
broad jump, javelin and 220 low
hurdles.
411111111111111111111111111111111U11111111111111111111111111111!11111
Chicago stadium last Wed-
nesday night. Here in the
12th round Basalt) tries to
measure Saxton, but gets a
sharp left hook on the jaw.
(Defender photo by Rhoden)
unanimous decision to regain
the welterweight crown he
lost to Tony DeMarco last
y e a r. (Defender photo bY
Rhoden)
Southern Opens Baseball Campaign
With Double Victory Over Alcorn 9
By S. W. AUSTIN
BATON ROUGE. La. — South
-
ern university initiated the 
cur-
rent baseball season when 
the
Jacguar Cats, champions of t
he
Southwestern conference, defeat-
ed the Alcorn college B
raves, 6-4
and 4-3, in a pair of cont
ests play-
ed under a heavy ove
rcast.
Earl "Buch" Huntley of no
-hit
fame was on the hill for t
he lo-
cals, allowing the visitors five 
hits
and striking out two. Clay 
started
for the Braves and was s
ent to
the showers in the Second fra
me
when the Cats bunched five 
sin-
gles, with the aid of a hit ba
ts-
man and a walk to score all
of their runs.
ESCAPED WITflOUT DAMAGE
Denham relievea lonlie Braves
and gave way to Jordai who w
as





McCoy, greatest scorer in the his-
tory of basketball at Michigan
'State college, was named by his
teammates as the most valuable
player on the team, last week.
In the past season McCoy roll-
ed up 600 points for a new single
season mark by a player. He total-
ed 1.377 for college career of three
years.
There are about 82,000 x-ray
units in the U. S.
but managed to get off without
any damage.
In the last game Brent started
for Southern and was in plenty
trouble as he walked the first
three Braves. He was relieved by
Elbert Durden after the Braves
had picked up two runs without a
hit. Durden was very effective the
rest of the way and was credited
with five strikeouts.
CATS EXPLODE
The Jaguars were held at bay
by Magee during the first three
innings when he gave up but a
single base hit. In the fourth frame
the winners cashed two scores on
three hits, including Jim Black-
son's double. They added two more
runs in the sixth which proved
enough for the victory.
Rattlers To Avenge Defeat
TALLAHASSEE — The host
Florida A and M university track
and field team and some 13 other
squads, are expected to battle the
defending champion Xavier uni-
versity thinclads, here Saturday,
March 24, for the sixth annual A
and M invitational track and field
crown.
The Rattlers were edged by one
third point for the 1955 title as
the New Orleans entry won 45
1-3 to 45, in a meet that wasn't
decided until the close of the final
event — the high jump that WaS
won by Lloyd Green of Clark with
A and M's Roy Green finishing
second.
A first place win would 'have
enabled the Rattlers to win as
Xavier was leading 45 to 42 prior
to this event.
Presently, the orange and green
thinclads are faced with t Ii e
problem if finding a man to re-
place their crack sprinter, S a 1
Gaitor, who graduated at the close
of the first semester.
He anchored the winning 440 and
1180-yard relay teams. Returning
members of the unit are Willie
Singleton, Frank Brown, and Ru-
ben Felder, Sophomore Charles
Ramsey of Philadelphia is t h e
leading contender.
Harold Donald. a record break-
er in the 1955 meet with a 12-foot
sail in the pole vault, will not be
around to defend his title, thus
weakening the Rattlers in the field
events.
Robert Griffin, A and M track
coach, said the following schools
are erpected to be represented
in the meet — Clark, North Caro-
lina A and T, Xavier, Bethune-
Cookman, Morris Brown, F i s k.
Alabama A and M. Alabama
State, Morehouse, South Caro-
lina State, Winston Salem, a n d
Savannah State,
ing a third baseman out of Har-



















































SHE STARTED IT — Jose-
phine Baker, the one and
only who skyrocketed to fame
in France. where her name
now ranks with the great Mau-
rice Chevalier, and the immor-
tal Mistinguette. Jo Baker's
triumph was responsible for
much of the European focus
on sepia artists, particularly in
Paris.
Just A Fan', Blakey
Jailed With Baron's
• Daughter, Tells Court
•
PHILADELPHIA —Art Blakey,
the orkster whom police say they
picked up with Janka Koenigs-
%saner, daughter of a French Ba-
ron and granddaughter of the late
Baron Nathaniel Rothschild on a
dope rap, says he has no real con-
nection with the girl. "Fact that
the car is mine means nothing
particularly. She just happened
to be driving the car that morn-
ing." He stated further, "She's
interested in jazz music which is
what we play and naturally, being
on the scene where we were she
became friendly."
Besides Blakey and the girl, pi-
anist Horace Silvers and Al Brown,
also musicians were also question-
ed by the police.
The girl was freed in magis-
trate's court after she testified
that she had a prescription for the
stimulant the police called "dope."
, Blakey and Silvers also were
'cleared of the dope charge. But
Brown — who was found with 23
bnizedrine pills — was held be-
cause a police medical report
showed he was a "positive" nar-
cotics user. He said he had taken
a shot of heroin some two weeks
before his arrest.
Blakey was released on $1,000
bond on the charge of illegal
possession of a gun — a snub-
nosed .25 caliber French revolver
found ip the auto.
Janka, whose curly brunette
hair fell to the collar of her styl-
ish dark coat, said she owned a
pistol similar to the one found in
Blakey's auto. But she said she




LONDON — One of the high-
lights at the presentation party gi
en by the Poetry Society in honor
of Philadelphia-born Arlethia Over-
ton, at present studying at Lon-
don's select Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art, was the reading of
a letter from Buckingham Palace.
Queen Elizabeth sent it to Miss
(Overton congratulating her on be-
ing the very first American ever
to win the much sought after
Shakespeare Certificate. Miss Ov-
erton, who intends to be a dramat-
ic teacher when she returns to
the U. S., won the certificate for
I her brilliant performance of Lady
Macbeth's Sleep walking Scene
from Shakespeare's play "Mac-
beth."
0 LLYWOO
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
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HOLLYWOOD — Lillian Ran- same field for a couple of week
dolph, she's the Birdie of the Great end engagements are the Cleve-
Gildersleeve show, has organized land Indians who take on the New
a new Choral group of sixteen York Giants with Willie Mays, who
voices, directed by Thurston Fra- incidentally is going real well, then
zier. Among the singers are some the Chicago Cubs and the Balti-
of the old Hall-Johnson group and more Orioles move in for the next
you can count on this, Miss. Ran- games, and it seems that the ca-
dolph has hit the trail toward mu- pacity of the stands will be taxed.,
steal history and on the road to
added successes. Their first re-
cording is a 40 minute long play
mg record by Dootone Recording
co., consists of a number of songs
done in A'cappella stye with one
exception and that touches on a
good old spiritual lilt. Look for her
as she starts on a national tour
in June.
Personalities in the local news;
Rubye Goodwin working for Al-
lied Artists in "The Intruder ...
Otis Green, a U. C. L. A. drama
student has landed a good part
in "Hold Back the Night" with
John Payne and Mona Freeman
... And, if you're wondering what,
where or how ice skating Mable
Fairbanks is getting .along, I can
tell you, 'very well' with her mix-
ed skating classes at the Polar
Palace, and too, she has special
sessions teaching some of Holly-
wood's brightest stars in the art The picture stars John Wayne,
of graceful gliding on the ice. the hottest male actor in o u r
Out in Universal City, at Uni town, Jeffrey Hunter, and up and
versal-International, Jimmy Ed- coming strapping six-foot-one
wards is emoting with Rock Bud- youngster, whi plays John's side-
son in Battle Hymn, and is hold- kick, Vera Miles, Ward Bond, Na-
ing his own in that 'fast' corn- talie Wood, Henry Branson and
;my. Ben Waller, the colorful many more including Wayne's six-
theatrical agent is opening a new teen year old son, who is making
office in Chicago, he has been and his first appearance in the pic
is leading Negro agent on t h e with his famous dad. Directed
West Coast for some time, and is by John Ford, winner of Oscars for
taking the benefit of his Holly. such films as ''The Informer,"
wood experiences with him. This "Grapes of Wrath," "How Green
will afford his clientele twa outlets Was My Valley" and "The Quiet
for their talents. I Man," and his most recent, "Mr.
Middle-weight Champion Sugar 1 Roberts," this will put him right
Ray Robinson, whose popularity in line for another _winning
here has never waned is schedul- i award. By all means, see this
fed to meet es-champ Bobo Olson very fine picture when it comes
at Wrigley Field in an open air your way. We'll be reporting in
bout on May 18th. Coming to the ',another good one next week. Later.
Louise Beavers is very, very sick
in the University hospital; let us
each say a prayer for her speedy
recovery.
We saw a studio pre-view last
week at Warner's Burbank studios
of C. V. Whitney's first big West-
ern filmed In Vista Vision and col-
or, and it is no doubt one of the
very finest and most spectacular
productions that I have had the
pleasure of seeing for many moons.
The camera work by Winton Hock,
one of Hollywood's most famous
Cinematographers, by which he
captured the most awe inspiring
scenes of Monument Valley in one
of the most remote spots in the
United States, being one hundred
and eighty-five miles from t h e
nearest railroad, which is at Flag-
staff, Ariz., will certainly win for
him an Academy Award.
finds Talent, Not Color, Europe's




EDITOR'S NOTE . . . During
the past year Miss Perry lived
and studied in London. England,
on a Fulbright Fellowship. Tech-
nically, her project there was a
study of the classic theatre, and
I academically. Shakespearean
acting. Upon returning, after ob•
servation and travel in addition-
al countries as well, it occurs
to us that her project also in-
cluded a perhaps subconscious
but inevitable study of the role
of the Negro in the English, and
European theatre. We have ask-
ed her to give a few of her im-
pressions. They follow:
By SHAUNEILLE PERRY
The question uppermost in the
minds of most young American
theatrical people today is the role
of the American, particularly the
Negro American, on the European
stage. Daily my theatre compa-
triots and myself read of the suc-
cess of shows like Porgy and Bess,
Jazz Train, and the Larry Steele
Revue; and stars like Eartha Kitt
Billy Daniels, Lena Horne, the
Peters Sisters, etc. and the trium-
phant tour of the great Louis
Armstrong.
Indeed since the fabulous Jo
Baker introduced the banana to
France, Paris has been a mecca
for sepia artists with varieties of
talent, and for that matter still
is.
It is an established fact that
most European audiences are
very enthusiastic when pleased.
and they are almost always pleas-
ed when the entertainer is Ameri-
can regardless of his hue. The
London Palladium box-offiee re-
ceipts tell us what happens to
the so called "Staid" British hu-
mor when Bob Hope or Danny
Kaye has a run there.
But what of the not so big
names the boys 'and girls who
sing or dance in the local niteries
and never quite make the mar-
quees. The Drama school hope-
fuls who do summer stock or TV
commercials when lucky, and give
lessons or waith tables in-between?
Can we assume that the "grass
is greener" adage is a true one
after all?
Just as foreign imports are al-
most destined to make a fortune
in American theatre and films, and
it now appears easier to be "dis-
covered" on foreign shores and
acclaimed at home as a contin-
ental success; what then is the
young entertainer to feel regard-
ing his possibilities in the peri-
lous livlihood he has selected?
N. Y. SCENE DISCOURAGING
When one glinces at the fan-
tastic rat race in New York and
California and checks the statis-
tics of the number of unemployed
actors and entertainers in the
U.S. and realizes that these two
major areas produce 90 percent
of the theatre in the entire coun-
try; then even a retreat with an
Army camp show to Alaska seems
more hopeful.
This article does not purport to
give an answer — simply a few
observations of the American Ne-
gro performer and his West In-
dian and African brother abroad.
Thinking back on t h e London
scene of last year, the name of
Muriel Smith is foremost. This
lovely young star was performing
the Lady Thiang role in The King
and I, which had settled for a
comfortable run, and she was then
the only American in the cast.
Brought over previously for
other roles, her Bloody Mary in
South Pacific had drawn raves.
Her records were selling well,
and she was planning to do a con-
cert of classics; her first abroad.
For this star the skies were shin-
ing brightly, and appeared to be
staying that way.
WORK PERMIT IS BARRIER
Between acts she told me how
lucky she was to have arrived be-
fore the "work permit" require-
ments which is England's answer
to the recent U.S. immigration
laws, and whi eh looms like a
cloud over the performer. Be-
fore this advent, entertainers wor-
ried only about bookings, and in '
the case of plays American actors ,i
usually were hired for American!
Players
straight actor, there is almost no
solution.
Some of the American acts a
saw in London who had managed
to break the red-tape barriers
were Al Jones of the Two Earls
acrobatic team, Bertice Reading,
, who was a feature star in Jazz
! Train, Nancy Holloway, former
I Larry Steele chorine who was do-
ing a singing single and doubling
in a West End revue; Pat Rainey,
who landed a role in the ill-fated
Tenants production of Into Thin
Air, Teddy Hale, who was tapping
at a top spot in town, and Miami's
lovely Jo Thompson who was
booked from Florida by a produc-
er who saw her there.
There was less difficulty in the
concert field, and the Mattiwilda
, Dobbs recital at the Royal Fes-
tival hall was well received. The
gracious Miss Dobbs formally wet-
corned her audience backstage aft-
erwards, a custom often found in
England.
The African and West Indian
shared the theatrical - scene with
his American brother, and though
he was free of the permit prob-
lem his casting fate -as likely
!o be as precarious.
STARS OF FILM "SIMBA"
I talked with Earl Cameron,
1 one of the stars of simba, the
'British made tifilin of the inau malt.
I and he told me that the great
problem of finding a suitable
"tour de force" is even more
acute in England than here. The
American playwrights have to a ,
small degree included the sepian I
. in their works, and more and
I more in TV especially since the
Negro is being recognized more
and more as an integral and less
' avoidable part of American cut-
SCORE IN EUROPE — Mut-.
Thiang the role she created
in the London production of
"The King and 1" and which
brought her rave reviews. The
lovely Miss Smith was the only
American in the otherwise !Sri.
tish cast. Anne Brown right
American concert artist who
new resides in Norway and has
long been acclaimed there. She
is married to a top ranking
Norwegian ski jumper mid
still performs through Scan-,
dinavia.
•
In England, where the new Ne-
gro influx is only now bringing
her to the stage that we have al-
ready passed, the black man is
really just beginning his fight for
recognition.
At that time also, TV was en-
tirely BBC sponsored, offering no
opportunities through competition.
Cameron had toured with Anna
Lucasta and Deep are the Roots,
but since had found no adequate
vehicle.
Veteran actor Orlando Martins,
also of Simba and King Solomon's
Mines, and the London stage pro-
duction of The Hasty Heart, ex-
pressed the same views. An Afri-
can actor of longstanding reputa-
tion, he too was tiring of "type
casting."
In the "pops" field the name
Winifredtv.e is familiar to all
Britons. "Winnie" as she is if-
fectionately known tours the
Isles, and her records are among
the top ten every week.
Ray Ellington, the popular bandl
leader-comedian shared radio bill-
ing with Edmundo R o s, Latin
maestro. Ellington, the son of an
American Negro father and Eng-
lish mother took his psuedoname
from Duke Ellington, whom he
idolized as a child.
These last few personages,
along with Lord Kitchener a n d
"Hutch" popular West Indian ca-
lypso stylists who often entertain
royalty, and Ulric Conner of Jazz
Train fame are a few of the Col-
ored artists who are little known
to U.S. audiences.
BBC FEATURES NEGRO
One of the few Negroes on toe
BBC was John Akar of Sierra-
Leone who has broadcast the West
Indian-African section for years.
He was featured occasionally in
the full length dramas and once
did a Julius Caesar broadcast with
Olivier. Chrrently at Howard uni-
Australians Plan Big
Welcome For `Satchmo'
Expected To Exceed The
Nat King Cole Turnout
SIDNEY, Australia — The coin-
ing of Louis -Satchmo" Armstrong
here April 15 has box offices jam-
med indicating the famed U. S.
musician will appear before pack
ed houses through this stay.
Louis is bringing his all-stars a
vocalst Velma Middleton for a se-
ries of theatre and concert appear-
ances. He will also appear on ra-
dio as guest star of several pro-
grams, But whatever he does or
wherever he appears s tanding
rnom only will be the way of
things.
Louis' engagement here Is mer-
Iv a stop on his nation wide tour,
From here he moves to Hongkong,
Singapore and other parts of the
Far East. Ultimately he'll land
in England la.liere a series of con-
certs and theatre dates are to be
filled. Dates. of course, are all re-
turn affairs for Louis and his hhow
On previous trips the aggregation
sdt. several marks at theatres and
music halls.
Louis will remain out of the -U.
S. until well into June. At that
time he is due to return for a spe-
cial appearance on a world wide
telecast of "Producers Showcase"
over NBC-TV a spot he was to
have occupied early hut was fore-
ed to postpone because of illness.
His arrival here is being hailed
by fans and well advertised is
trade journals and newspapers
throughout Australia. Whole pages
announcing his coming have ap-
peared in the trade papers. And
his fan clubs have set up prepara-
tions to greet His Majesty. A dele-
gation of several thousand will be
I on hand to meet his plane on ths
day of arrival. It figures to be a
much larger delegation thatn that
ones welcoming Nat King Cole a
the Norman Granz group that in-
cluded Ella Fitzgerald and others.
Yes, Louis "Satehmo" is very
popular over hero and his coming
means a lot of noise at time of
arrival and during his stay, a
limited one that could be much
longer if the artists had the turns
to remain.
honors with Lee Payant former
actor with the Margaret Webster
•
Chicago Stars Oult Home;
find Gold, Fame a dourneY
I In euccession came special guest
I perfprmances on the Dave Garro-
way show, several radio engage-
ments and the girl was gone.
When she returned to Chicago
her popularity was already at a
'new peak. She had been seen on
TV nationally; had been hailed by
a recording company as the latest
find and Chicagoans happily jump-
ed on the band wagon. Almost
overnight the little gal from Clois-
ter Inn (in Chicago) was the tops
along swing row.
The case of Joe Williams was
similar. He had been a good sing-
er in night clubs in Chicago for
'listeners that night.
! There was a like occurenc• IS
Chicago's newest female singing
and recording stars, the Gaydes
sisters. They were appearing in
when a minister decided to take
them on TV. They sang two num-
bers, were heard by Dave Garro-
way and pronto they were in New
York for the NBC-TV show, "To.
day".
This is but two of numerous ells
envies of how artists must 'save
home to be recognized. Thera will
be others to follow. This world ei
entertainment is like that.
liams. Both were singing in and
quite sometme when his naton-
In recent years or more proper into Carnegie Hall decided he need-
al break came. Count Base going Teddy Wilson
perhaps there have been the cases
of Lurlean Hunter and Joe Wil- 
, ed a vocalist. He thought of Joe
around Chicago and wired the new- Pian
ist Teddy Wilson and the





umbers with Basie is his-
Jazz Saturday, March ?A at 10:0S-
whom I once acted in summer 
getting very much nation-
pened when Joe came out for his _ „
SD.-..s t Trio e
versity on a Fellowship, Akar di- stock, and who had forsaken the
CBS Radioe 's SaChicago to New York. What hap-
stand
al attention' Then just 
like that
recta and sings as well. More re- stage to return to singing which 
Stan KKenton imported Lurlean to first n 10:30 p.m., EST. Broadcast comes
cent-reports are that he has land-
ed a role in B'ways Mr. Johnson,
as yet unopened.
Recognized years ago when
American theatre was in its em-
bryonic stage, was Ira Aldridge,
considered one of England's great
est tragedians. An American by
-1
birth, he did roles opposite the
greatest leading ladies of t h e.
times. At a reception honoring his ,
daughter Amanda, now an aged,
woman, I saw some of the yellow-
ing posters advertising the "Black
roles because of accent problems.' McBeth," and "The Greatest Liv-
Since practically half of the West ing King Lear' of the age.
End productions were from U.S.' PARIS STILL THE MECCA
shores, the actor was sitting pret- The Parisian scene is a bit dif-
ty. Enter the w.p. and the pro- ferent in that the language diffi- true appreciation of art does tran-
ducer or actor had to prove the culty poses an obvious problem, at
I least for the straight actor. Mu- 
scend the boundaries of color, and
role could not be played by a as the Bard so aptly put it, "all
British person. The case was still' sically however, the Negro is in the world is a stage?"
easier for the Negro actor until rare form. The notes of Mezz Mes-
the great Wnst Indian influx be- srow Sidney Bechet and Louis
gan. Now it is nigh impossible to Armstrong are echoed from every
obtain a permit unless a really! bistro, Babe Wallace is a name
big company or the Ministry of known to all, and the shapely
bronze Fortuna has become the
present Jo Baker of the Folies
Even Jose Ferrer was refused Begere,
a guest stint with the Old Vic, American singer Lil Armstrong
This rule is not applicable to the held forth at the Ringside, and I
performer who had already estab- found an old friend Ann Moon,
lished a semi-permanent residen- dancing with her group, the Cinq
cy before the law became effec- Harlem Moderniques at several
tive, hence the status of some ac- clubs, including the Moulin Rouge.
tors. I Originally the group had been
In the case of singers and other , booked from New York, and had
visual performers a temporary covered a two year tour across
type permit is issued subject to the contin mt. The other members
many other regulations. For the , of the group were Sherry Young,
Labor wants you.
FERRER REFUSED
ERROLL GARNER is wowing pa-
trons of Buffalo (N.. Y.) Casino
Is tuneup for annual appearance
at Broadway's Town Hall. Concert
will be ErroU's second of current
season at the famed music ball.
Don Jones Lola Braxton, and
Conrad Pringle, formerly of Con-
rad and Estelle.
, Gordon Heath of Deep are the
Roots fame still reigns supreme as
a folk singer at the left bank Club
A'bbaye where he shares singing
Repetory Company
LITTLE LEGIT THEATRE IN
ITALY
In Rome U.S. dancer Dorothy
Blanchette appeared, Porgy and
Bess was eagerly awaited, and
'twas said the films offered op-
portunities for bits during t h e
rush season.
The legit theatre was practical-
ly nil, obviously because t h e
opera is the great cultural milieu
in Italy, and at the lowest of
prices. I found one small English-
American theatre which featured
film star Dawn Addams in T h e
Little Hut. But it could only be
described as existing, at best.
Switzerland seemed void of sepia
talent at the time, though there
might have been a person of col-
or somewhere in the many small
village areas; for I remember
hearing in England through the
voice of the radio one night, songs
by the Deep River Boys, then
somewehere in Norway. I thought
especially of Kelsey Pharr with
proved much more financially i
stable.
Recalling a tour of Scandinavia
with the Howard Players in 1949,
I thought of Anne Brown, greatly
acclaimed and loved in Norway
as well as her native U.S.„ and of
Buck and Bubbles, andjLiola Jef-
ferson, then appearing in Copen-
hagen; and noting that England
named Carmen Jones one of the
best foreign films of the year.
Finally realizing that there are
hundreds of excursions daily to
the middle and far East, and far
off hintherlands of scores of per
formers from the U.S. both Negro




LONDON —New York-born Bar-
bara Gordon and Louise Touma-
voh of London, known as the "Dia-
monte Dancers", have toured ev-
ery capital in Europe for the past
14 months.
The 2 teamed up when they left
Claude Marchant's Afro-C u ban
group some years ago. They ap-
peared in New York in 1953 and
then went on to Canada.
By HILDA SEE
There have been quite a few art-
ists to make the grade after being
discovered in Chicago but they
have all been forced to invade
other towns before catching up
with the inevitable jackpot that
was to be theirs.
This is true of numerous other
towns but it is almost safe to wag-
er the Windy City leads the rest
in this respect. There are count-
less numbers who have gained
fame on Broadway, in Hollywood
and other cities, some via the one
nighter route who began their ca-
reer in Chicago,
New York for a recording session
and the parade for her was on.
tory. History that still resounds in
echoes from the nose made by his
direct from one of New York's
top jazz centers.
NOW IT'S OFFICIAL that
Sammy Davis. Jr., is Deputy
Mayor of Harlem, an honor-
ary title bestowed on him by
Reuben Patton, president of
the Locality Mayors Commit-
tee of N. Y., Inc. Scene is
Smalls Paradise in New York,
Looking on with approval IS








Miss C. M. Heard principal of
Leath school, has announced the
honor roll for the fourth sixth
weeks.
• 1-a Grade: Etta Joann Allen,
Mary Joyce Glover, Robbie Ann
House and Ruby Olivia Johnson.
• 1-2a Grade: Regina Jordan,
Ruthie Bryant, Mary Elizabeth
Guy, Pamela Baker, Katrina Bow-
en, Doris Parder, Freddie Mae
McGhee, Rita Barnes, James Ed-
win Thomas, Victor -Williams, L.
Yancey and Danny Sheilds.
1-6a Grade: Bokoker T. Guy,
Frankie Rogers and Regenia Bar-
ham.
2-5a Grade: Tommie House and
Calvin Cleaves
GRADE 2A
2-a Grade: Rosa Lee Burson,
Shirley Dangerfield, Linda Ann•
Tiltson, James Allen, Edward
Fisher, Diana Watson, Shirley
Ann Butler, Louise Jackson, Shir-
ley Ann Elliott, Eddie Mae Hud-
son, Joseph Hampton, Annie Lee
Ward,and Ethel Mae Davis.
2-2a Grade: Tyronne Easley,
Samuel Evans, Jerilyn Gibson,
Nets Jerry Love, Linda Moore and
Elistine Jackson.
2-3a Grade: John Curtis, Libby
bdavis, Larry Deadmon, Robert
Hams, Samuel Huff, Felix Hurth,
Steve Lott, Walter Meade, Her-
bert McMurray, Jesse Plurr, Ray-
mond Smith, William Spinks, Dor-
othy Banger, Yvonne Bowens,
Vernie Bowens, Valirie Clifton,
Sharron Curtis, Brenda Foster,
Cassandra James Evelyn Martin,
Karene McGregory, Dorothy Mil-
ler, Fannie Palmer, Annie Perry,
Idella Thomas and Dianne Walsh.
3-a Grade: Victor James, Eu-
gene Walton, Sandra Berry, Sher-
• rill Boffins, Bobbie Clemmond,
• Harvard Jackson, Erma Savage,
• Willie Mae Shipp and Lucy Yates.
GRADE 3-2A
• •
3-2a Grade: Barnes, Rauymond,
Edward Martin Becton, Ercil Bur-
ton, Gus Davis, James Qwinn,
Peggy Ann Baker, Helen Louise
Pressley and Barbara J. Swindle.
3-3a Grade: Emma Joan Camp.
.bell, Diana Ford, Edna Mae Burts,
George Hughes and Mattie Walton.
3-4a Grade: Parky Fortson, Ro-
berta Marie Payne, and David El-
lis.
THESE GIRLS AND BOYS
were picked during the recent
regional basketball meet here
as the top players participat-
ing. Girls selected were Doro-
thy Qualls, Geraldine Dotson,
of Fayette Training school;
G. Johnson, Nannle Beard,
Thel m a Fitzhugh, Dorotha
Cobb, Alice Fentres, of Allen
White; Martha Sellers, Dale
Pugh and Rebecca Sommer-
ville, of Gailor; Bobbie Jean
Boyd, of Mt. Pisgah( and Hat-
tie Lee, of Fayette. Boys in-
cluded Jesse Brown, Geeter;
Jesse Mason, Woodstock; L. C.
Gordon, Booker T. Washing-
ton; Lawrence Franklin, Book-
er T. Washington; James
Brown, Geeter; William K i n-
caide, Douglass; Elbert Par-
rish Douglass; K. C. Chandler,
Hamilton, John Gray, Book-
er T. Washington, and Joe





Remember the words "Every
time it rains, it rains, pennies
from Heaven." If that is true, we
are really penny rich now for
we have sure had our share. If
it weren't for the rains though
we wouldn't have the lovely flow-
ers that are beginning to peep out
letting us know that Spring is
about here.
In Jackson educators minds are
4-a Grade: Mamie E. Woods, Rit focused on attending the Tennes-
Jean Sanders, Jacqueline Marie see Education Congress wh i c h
Norris, Wilbur Baker, Aaron Ev- convenes in Nashville on April 22
an, Marie Armour, Bettye Jean through 24. Jackson City schools
Mays, Jo Ann Rogers, Minnie will have a holiday for the Con-
Jean NettleS. gress on Friday, April 23 when
exciting meeting for so m any
things took place. Following the
contest results, a miscellaneous
shower was held for the two new-
est brides in Delta. They are Mrs.
Ernest Jones, the former Essie
Bond and Mrs. James Douglas,
the former Dorothy Ellis. Many
useful and beautful gifts were
received by both brides.
Among those wishing them luck
were: Sorors Essie M. Perry, Hol-
lis Jordan. Florine Merry, Eliza-
beth Glober, Lucille Fuller, John-
ny Reid, Bertha Collins, Irma
Chatman, Cottrell Thomas, Doro-
thy McKinney, Gracie Woods, Dai-
sy Shaw, Alfreda Martin, Mary
L. Neely, Jannie Pruitt, Etta B.
Williamson, Margaret Saunders
and Lillian Harrison. A very
tasty tuna salad dish was served




The I club of the Metro-'
politan 1.4, Church announces
as its Annual Spring Project for
1956, another presentation of the
Morehouse College Glee club in
concert Friday night, April 20 at
8:30, at the church 767 Walker
avenue.
The Morehouse Glee club is un-
der the direction of Wendell Wha-
lum, a former Memphian, w h o
succeeded the well-known Kemper
Harreld, director of the group for
many years.
Mr. Whalum, a graduate of Book-
MRS. HARRIS FETED . er T. Washington High school, re-
Mrs. Bob Harris, the former
ceived his B. A. degree from
Miss Mildred Shaw, was shower-
Morehouse and his M. A. in music
also on Saturday night. Ma
and music education at Columbia
ny
friends were there to give her
all good wishes for a very happy
married life and she received
many beautiful gifts.
It's a girl for the John Worth-
ings. I wasn't able to get the
name but I know she is a welcom-
ed newcomer in their home, be-
ing the first.
Arnett Kelly. Jacksonian, was a recent visitor rainwashing
• 4-2a Grade: Brown, Henry, Rob- many teachers expect to attend. •
ert Clayton, Edward Johnson and 
•
Irs. Louise Fournier, former
4-4a Grade: Mary Ella Cur-
rie, Alma Jean Driver, Watterine
in Jackson due to the death of
Bishop, Cassandra Watts, O'Viv-
her stepfather, Mr. Parham.
Ian Leaonrd, Sharon Williams, Vi- 
She is now a resident of Detroit, 
StuniDs Generalola Oaks. Ada Bell Briley, Mag- Mich.
nolia Hudson Bobby Joe Taylor JACK AND JILL. ,
Charles Dorsi, J. D. Merriweath- While in Jackson, Mrs. Fournier
em, Andrew Peete jr., and Joe was initiated into the Jack and
Willie Banger. Jill Mother's club, Inc. She was
• 5-a Grade: Rufus Dean, Glen- one of the first mothers to seek
dora Price, Evelyn Spikner. Har. getting a Jack and Jill chapter
ry Renfro, Aubrey Griffin. Susie here but moved away before the
Dixon, Yvonne Caradine, Jacque. chapter received its charter. 0th-
line Glover and Robert Hopson. em mothers initiated at the same ,
GRADE 5-2-A time were: Mesdames 0 z i e 
ii e
5-2a Grade: Jacques Frank
Yates, Aubrey Howard, Benny
Adams, Elva Patricia Reses, Viv-
ian Epps, Vivian Chavey, Estel-
la Clark, Eloise McKinney, Caro-
lyn Lewis and Joel McKnight.
5-3a Grade: Grady Amos, Rob-
ert Poole, Herman Thomas, De-
lores Cleaves, Jewel Fields, Vir-
gie Grayer, Tortimie Robinson
Drane and Emma Pearson. The
meeting took place at the home
of Mrs. Grace Hurst on Berry St.
Last Tuesday event on the cal-
endar will be the Easter Parade
for tots and teens to be held '
early in April. Delicious choco-
late marval ice cream and cake
along with attractive individual
cups of candy and peanuts soothed
Dorothy Thomas and Irma Lee the appetites of the guests.
Brownlee. MISS JABBERWOCK TO REIGN
5-4a Grade: Harold Amos, Fred Miss Dorothy Jean Spann, a sen-t.
iDorse. Albert Fisher. Otho Ham- or at George Washington Carver
ilton, Janet King and Doris Mc-
Kinney.
6-2a Grade: Juanita Cannon,
Martha Ann Crump and Vera Gil-
hard.
6-4a Grade: Eloise Silmo n, will. be Miss Freddie Lue Clark,
James Frank Clark, Willie S u e senior at Merry High school in
Walls, Elern Russell, Gloria Mat- Jackson; Miss Carrie Graves,
_hews, Gevendolyn Hardin, James
Etta Lewis, Stella Mills. Grover
Sempson, Joe Willie Pugh a n d
Bobbie Rushing.
-7-a Grade: Cora J. Clayton,
Vivian James, Thelma Knox, Wil-
lie M. Macklin, Geneva McKinney
and Thelma Murphy.
7-3a: Elizabeth Taylor, Claudine
Stansberry, Carolyn Jackson and
George Thomas
8-a Grade: Bonnie V. Onidas,
Johnnie Mae Taylor and Gwendo-
lyn Watts.
8-2a: Marjorie .Mayhue and Es-
tella Vinson,
8-3a; Lovvenia Clayton, Mary
Bentley, Willie D. Collins, Nellie
High school at Tupelo, Miss., was
to reign as "Miss Jabberwock"
at the annual Jabberwock spon-
sored by Delta Sigma Theta so-
rority on March 16. Her attendants
from Brownsville, Tenn., and Miss
Hortense Ferguson, senior at Al-
len White High school in White-
vale, Tenn. Scholarships to Laze
college will be awarded to Misses
Spann, Clark and Graves. The
contest ended last Saturday at the
home of Mrs. Cora Deberry, Del-
ta soror.
Approximately 30 sorors belong-
ing to Beta Omega Sigma chap-
ter were present. It was such an
MIIMIENIIINImmonegmmumg
1-5a Grade: Jewel Butler, Bren-
da Foxx. Henry Epps, Bobby Cole,
Larry Reser, Corrine Simpson,
Cathy Williams, Clarence Gray
and Dorothy Jean Williams.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Gen.
Maxwell Taylor has declined to
say whether he personally could
resist communist brainwashing,
but said he has known a "number
of brave soldiers that did."
On NBC's televised "Youth
Wants To Know," the Army Chief
of Staff declared that though it
is up to the military to develop
stronger morale in soldiers, par-
ents, schools and churches must
also take a hand.
Annual Benefit Movie
The fast-growing Semi-P r o there will be twice the 18 which
Baseball league will have its an- took part in organized play last
nual benefit movie, ''Roogie's season.
Bump," starring Roy Campanella, Neaw T
eams are Globetrotters
crack Dodger catcher, at the Memphis 
Barn, Magnolia Eagle,
Handy theatre Tuesday night, West End 
Stars, Memphis Black
March 27 at 7:30 p.m.
League Commissioner J. D. Wil-
liams said there will also be a
30-minute talent show featuring
talent from the various schools
just before the showing of the
movie.
All the league teams have tic-
kets and the Qne selling the high-
est numher will have the honor
of selecting a ''Miss Semi-P r o
League" to ride the league's float
in the Cottonmakers Jubilee pa-J
rade.
Mr. Williams disclosed that 10 are not yet in shape and that it
new teams have entered the league is hoped they soon will be brought.
and that prospects are good that into playing order.
Caps, Grace Chemical, Hunter
Fans, Orange Mound Tigers, Mem-
phis Orioles.
Meetings are held each Tuesday
night at the Foote Homes auditor-
ium with E. T. Hunt, league pres-
ident, presiding. Meetings begin at
7:30.
This week'snneeting was to see
a schedule drawn up for the ex-
hibition season which begin April
1 and continues throughout the
month of April. League play will
open on May 5.
Mr. Williams said playing fields
CONGRATULATIONS are ex-
tended to Prof. John H. Par-
rish, principal of West H igh
school, Madison county, Tenn..
by Mrs. Essie M. Perry, fol-
lowing the address delivered
by Prof. Parrish at the Lane
College Founders Day pro-
gram. Mrs. Perry is secretary
of the Lane Alumni associa-
tion. Looking on are Mrs. G.




The one that you all know
that use to live at the Mississippi State line will close
her office now and will not give readings. Due to the
bad weather she is unable to build her home. Be sure
to watch the Tri-State Defender or The Memphis World
newspapers for the opening date. She'll open again when
the weather is good and will notify you where her new
office will be.
MADAM BELL WILL HAVE NO
daughters or sisters reading for her while her office is
closed. Don't be misled by others. She will notify you of
the new location and opening date through the Tri-State
Defender or The Memphis World.
lege, and President C. A. Kirk-
endoll. It was the college's
7-1th birthday. Mrs. Adams
and Mrs. Edna White, presi-
dent of the Jackson alumni
group, reported that alumni
and friends had contributed
more than $2.000 which will
go into the endowment fund.
Music was furnished by the
band and college choir.
W. Va. Seniors Win
PTA Scholarships
BLUEFIELD, W. Va. — Two
seniors at Bluefield State college,
Alice M. Gray and Argyle Price,
were recipients of scholarships re-
cently from the West Virginia
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
University, New York.
Patrons are solicited. Interested
persons may secure patron's priv-
ileges by calling any member of
the concert committee or other
members of the Rebecca Club.
CONCERT COMMITTEE:
Mrs. Ida Jamison, general chair-
man; Mrs. Jeanetta Powell, co-
chairman and chairman of the
souvenir book; Mrs. Jeanette Carr,
chairman of patrons; Mrs. Flora
Cochrane, chairman ads; Mrs.
Gladys Webb, chairman of publi-
city.
Mrs. Thelma Whalum is presi-
dent of the Rebecca club Rev.
S. A. Owen, church pastor.
(ADV.)
Semi-Pro League Dates
DOUGLASS HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
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latest in fashions were: C
Phillips, Anita Walton, Doris Wil-
lis, Betty Davis and C. Marie
• • Ivy.
Attention, Attention! I would like
to inform you, my readers, that
W. C. Handy, the Father of the
Blues, has written Nate Evans of
the Handy Theater here that 
the
famous old Handy trumpet, his
three books, a manuscript of The
St. Louis Blues in HIS VERY
OWN handwriting will be seen ,
at Goldsmith's April 9 for t he
American Dream Pageant, which
includes the Handy collection. I
think it would be quite educational
and inspiring for us to go view
these historical documents. Make
it a date, won't you?
GUIDANCE PERIOD — Every-
one entered into a discussion of
"Juvenile Delinquency in the re-
spective home rooms. We enjoyed
the topic and didn't want to end
it when the bell rang. Several
students made oustanding contri-
butions to discussions and we
established that juvenile delin-
quency actually exists today—that
it is a real problem—and that we
as teen-agers must have it in our
hearts to do the right thing. We
were happy to have Mr. Springer
visit our room and hear some
Hello again. I am here with the
news for you and thank you so
much for helping me with my col-
umn. Keep the news coming! I
just can't get too much. Won't















ance was "One 
Hellatious Night in the Devil's
Den." Music was furnished by Ben
Branch and the Veltones, former
graduates of Douglass.
During intermission, the seniors
presented a floor show which con-
sisted of a Grand March by the
seniors; a pantomine done to the
tune of "As Long As I'm Moving"
done by Emma Jean Yates; Jat-
tie Pearl Bland sang "A Fool 
In
Love;" William Tyus played a
solo on the drums; Willie Jones,
Flora Nibley, Vaness Mann and
Ernestine Davis did an interpre-
tive dance to the tune of "Bare-
foot Contessa;" Rosa Houston,
Jimmie Mitchell and Tommy Le-
mons worked out on the piano
and James Jones pantomined the
famous Cab Calloway tune, "Min-
nie the Moocher" with the seniors
report in a rultshell: The Sen-
iors were simpry wonderful!
SOME DANCERS
Some of those seen dancing to
the sweet music were: Pat Walk-
er, Evelyn Knox, M. Bland, R.
Starks, R. Mathis, Samuel Fields,
Vaness Mann, F. Nibley, Jerry
Briggance, T. Lemond, 01 iv ia
Craft, R. Harrell, N. Craft, Mary
Thomas, William Kincaide, Mary
Bolden, Elbert Parrish, B. Swear-
engen, E. Davis, Cecil Moore, M.
P. Bland, E. Rodgers, Joe Neal,
James Ivy and yours truly. Many,
many others, too.
TALENT SHOW — The 11-1
class under the supervision of
Miss G. Anderson were host to
a talent program Thursday, March
15. The show was enjoyed by all
and from reports we need to have
more fashion displays. A Fash-
ionetta" was the highlight of the





Mrs. Clarle P. Roland, audio-vis-
ual coordinator, LeMoyne college,
served as a consutant on audio-
visual workshops and conferences
during the National Education As-
sociation's department of Audio-
Visual Instruction convention in
Detroit.
Some 1,500 educators and audio-
visual specialists attended the an-
nual conference held in Detroit's
Sheraton-Cadillac hotel March 12-
16,





NICOSIA — (INS) — British
security forces resumed their hunt
yesterday for four masked ter-
the terrorists responsible for series
shot to death a Cypriot choir sing-
er.
The British also are hunting for
terrorists responsible for a series
of attacks on the security forces
and civilians during the week-end.
The masked men appeared dur-
ing the regular Sunday morning
service and torced the congrega-
tion of 40 persons to face the wall
as they killed the singer.
The CLUB EBONY
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
SEAFOODS - STEAKS - CHOPS
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
ORCHESTRA - DANCING NIGHTLY
Catering To Parties And Clubs
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER
500 Beak Avenue IA 5-2873




LIST AT FISK. — We were
extremely ha pp y to learn
from the Dean of Admissions of
Fisk university that our belov-
ed former student, Alp h on s o
Smith, has made the Dean's List.
This is quite an honor and we
are happy to share it with Al-
phonso because he belongs to us
here at Douglass. In a recent as-
sembly, Mr. J. D. Springer read
the letter notifying us of this new
honor. Also present at assembly
to hear about Al were his mother,
Mrs. M. Starks, teacher at Hyde
Park school and his aunt, Miss
Sassie • M. Johnson, third grade
teacher here at Douglass. Also
during this assembly, the Princi-
pal's Honor List was read and stu-
dents receiving other honors all
were asked to come to the front
and the applause was thunder-
ous. Elbert Parrish, Captain of
the basketball team, presented the
fourth place trophy to the school
most graciously.
TEN TOP 'Star' Personalities:
All the Star personalities this
week are Honor Students: Bennie
King, Josephine Parks, Barbara
Hall, Aline Robinson, Booker, De-
ener, Alvorn Richmond, Elma
Knowles, Governor Johnson, jr.,
Natalie Craft, Sidney Bowen, Sa-
die Fulton, Bobbie Redmond.
Gee, I started writing and didn't
know I had passed my usual TEN.




By ALEXANDER DELOACH JR
Weigh-ins for the 22nd annual
Tri-State Amateur Boxing Tourna-
ments were held March 19.
Prof. Harry T. Cash, tournament
director, said a large entry is ex-
pected for the tourney. Boxers
will include both open and novice
division. N3vice fighters, inexper-
ienced bo xer s, will be pitted
against other novices.
Communities already lined up
last week were Mt. Pisgah, Gee-
ter, Eads, Woodstock, Barrett's
Chapel, Millington, Kansas Street,
Manassas, Porter, Hamilton, Book-
er T. Washington, Melrose, Doug-
las and Patterson.
Leader of the tourney include
principal of the city high schools.
Funds raised through the meet
are used to aid undernourished
children and is distributed under
supervision of Dr. L. M. Graves,
superintenent of tip Memphis and
Shelby County Health department.
Companies which help promote
the tournament include Coca Cola
Bottling Comany of Memphis, AP
Memphis Packing co., Lansky
Brothers, and Perel Lowentien.'
WhICT sill televise the tourna-
ment on the final night.
One-half of the world's peopj.
eat rice every day.
Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
Science Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
improvement was maintained in
cases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishingstatements
as "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!" And among these suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bin-
Dyne * ) —the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in suppository or ointment
form called Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
sold at all drugstores.Satisf action
guaranteed or money refunded.
°Rog. U. 5. Pat. Oa
STARTS
SUNDAY














With Steve Allen, Donna Reed, Lionel Hampton,
Teddy Wilson and Martha Tilton.
Musical "Greats" Present Cavalcade
of Jazz in "The Benny Goodman Story"
The greatest array of jazz "greats" ever brought together for a
motion picture can be heard, and in many cases seen, in "The Benny
Goodman Story," Universal-International's Technicolor musical bio-
graphy of the King of Swing, opening Wednesday at the NEV DAISY
Theatre for a 3-day run, starring Steve Allen and Donna Reed.
Among those who appear as themselves in the picture and are also
heard on the sound track are Harry James, Gene Krupa, Lionel
Hampton, Teddy Wilson, Martha Tilton, Ben Pollack, Zipvy Elman„
Stan Getz, "Kid" Ory, Babe Russin, Buck Clayton and Urbie Green.
Top picture Is the Benny Goodman Quartet as it appears in Univer.
sal-International's Technicolor musical biography, "The Benny Good-
man Story," to-starring Steve Allen and Donna Reed. Aside from
Allen, playing the clarinet, the three others are the actual members
of the Quartet — (L. to 11) Teddy Wilson, Lionel Hampton and Gene tar
Krupa. Lower picture is of the reunion of the original Quartet on the
U-I sound stage where it recorded the Quartet numbers which are
heard in the picture. They are (L. to R.) Krupa, Hampton, Good.
man, Wilson. This production opens Wednesday at the NEW DAISY
Theatre for a 3-day showing!
•
ODIE TOLBERT — After two
years of successfully handling
Watkins products, Tolbert h a a
4 found that this is a fine oppor-
tunity for an ambitious man to
make money while continuing his
education. Tolbert reports his best
day's sales as being $40. That is
exceptionally good for even a
**seasoned" dealer but in Tolbert's
Case, it is outstanding taking into
consideration his inexperience and
the fact that he had no previous
business training. Tolbert reports
that his long range plan is to
qualify for work in the Postal De-
partment. and the opportunity he
is enjoying now in distributing;
Watkins products makes it possi.
ble for him to shape his plans
for the future. Tolbert lives at
1117 White Ave.
Summer Safety Class
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. — To
satisfy a growing demand among
teachers desiring certification in
safety education, Florida Normal
and Industrial Memorial college
lbas scheduled special courses in
this area for the 1956 summer ses-
sion, July 14 to August 4.
ARCHIE SANDERS. JR., h a s
been a Watkins dealer for over a
year and is most enthusiastic
about the progress he has made
and the fine reception he gets
, from his customers on the route
which he has built up. Sanders
reports that his Watkins business
continues to grow and his earn-
ings are consequently increasing
to a far greater extent than the
opportunity and earnings be had
while being engaged in the groc-
ery business. The business train-
ing and experience, which Sand-
ers is now getting, will in the
long run help him tremendously in
the future as he continues to make
progress and have as his goat
the handling of a Watkins distri-
butorship of his own. His resi-
dence is 1373 Hyde Park.
Donate $226 To Red Cross
DOWNINGTOWN, Pa. — Follow-
ing an appeal by the principal,
the students, faculty, and some 15
clubs of Downingtown Industial
school turned in a contribution of
$226 to the American Red Cross.
CHARLES MOORE — Prior to be-
coming a Watkins dealer, Charles
Moore was in the grocery business
for over three years. The hard
work and long hours in this par-
ticular type of business did not
appeal too much to Moore and
after looking around. he made up
his mind to become a Watkins
, dealer. Moore has successfully
handled a Watkins locality for
more than four years. The ad-
vantages he has found in being a
Watkins dealer in addition to eas-
ier work is the fact that he is
learning how to deal with people,
and the business experience he
gets from operating a dealership
of his own is helping him tremend-
ously while going through school.
This business experience a n d
training in addition to good earn-
ings has made Moore feel that his
long range plan is to continue with
Watkins with the thought in mind
of eventually handling a distribu-
torship of his own at some time
in the future. Ile lives at 1,967
Nedra Ave.
About 17 million persons crossed
the English channel in 1954.
GILBERT JONES — After three
! years of successfully handling a
Watkins locality, Gilbert Jones
finds that his Watkins business
has not only been very profitable
b u t exceptionally educational
! Jones indicates that he likes sales
work, particularly in handling
Watkins products, because of the
fine cooperation and help he has
received from his Watkins Divis-
ional Manager. The educational
advantages that Jones has enjoy-
ed from the handling of his Wat-
kins business are mighty impor-
tant in his opinion because he
fees this business e sperience,
which he is gaining, Is practically
an education in itself. From all
indications. Jones has his eye in
the future en getting into a dis-
tributorship of his own and if the
progress, which he has currently
made, is any indication of what
c.:n be expected in the future, it
would appear as though Jones is
on the way to success.
Detroit—About 12 percent of all
U.S. families now own more than
one automobile, and the percent
is growing, the industry says.
HENRY THOMAS has been sell-
ing Watkins products for over a
year and from all indications is
very enthusiastic about his Wat-
kins opportunity. Thomas is find-
ing it possible to help earn money
while going through school, and
at the same time continue to lay
the plans far his future educa-
tion because he plans on being an
architect. Incidentally. T h o ni a s
has taken the profits from his
biggest day's business of over $50
which is good evidence of t h e
hard work and planning that he
puts into his own business. This
young man, who is to be compli-
mented on his ambition, passes
along the information that his Wat-
kins business teaches him how to
get along with people. wh!ch he
feels will be mighty important to
him during the future years. It is
quite unusual to find a young man
of Thomas' age who has develop-
so fast in learning how to run
a business of his own, but here is
an outstanding example of a
young, ambitious individual who
has a sound plan in taking care
of his future education. He lives
at :M14-II S. Fourth.
IslIAEL MILES is a real classic
example of what ambition and de-
termination can do for a man who
is interested in getting ahead.
Prier to coming with Watkins,
Miles worked for six months as a
grocery boy where his pay was
small and his hours were very
long. With only a limited amount
of training. Israel went right out
in his healthy and started supply-
ing customers with products and
building his route. As an evidence
of his ambition and his organizing
ability, his top sales in one day
were Sge which in itself is an out-
standing record for an even more
seasoned salesman. Miles is find-
ing that the handling of his Wat-
kins business is practically an ed-
ucation in itself. The experience
he reports in learning how to
handle people and to get along
with them is going to be ( real
advantage in the future b3,ause
he plans on being an attorney.
If Miles continues in the same
Fine way after he gets into the
law profession, it would appear
as though he is going to be out-
standingly successful. His address
is 1334 N. Willette.
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: Belief Is a happier
state of mind than doubt and
suspicion. By this I live, for if I
do not have faith in others, who
will believe in me. There are
some dark corners, which do not
o
re-act to sweetness and light.
None knows another's heart, his
grief, his struggle, his despaor,
and motivation. Not all our geese.
So I would rather be disappoint-
ed than afraid of disappoint-
ment. It is the second mind that
counts, for the end may be more
rewarding than you have dream-
id. Selected.
Dear Carlotta: I have one child.
I have always tried to put the best
clothes on her and before she was
of school age she was the "baby"
of the neihborhood. But now after
three years in school she is the
!picture of loneliness. Why do yousuppose children shun her?' Why
' is she unwanted? What can I do-
- Worried mother,
Dear Mother: The cause of her
loneliness started before she be-
gan going to aebooL When you
were makin her the 'show off.
it began thin. You kept her
close and transition from the
mother's apron strings to children
in her own world is hard. Why
not have the child give a !Ale
party, invite the children of her
own age. In this way she will
learn to enjoy the sense of equality
which she could not find even
with you, her mother. You may
even allow two or three of her
girl friends to help fix the simple
refreshments. The chance won't
come suddenly but she will soon




ALL MAKES -- MODELS
AS LOW AS $50 DOWN
KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.
67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243
KIRK WOOD BALTON (een-
ter) 20-year-old junior beams
his smiling approval after be-
ing selected by the Business
Department of Miles college
to represent them at Tennes-
see State university during the
third annual Marketing Clinic,
April 5, 6, 7. Young Bolton, a
business administration ma-
jor, is shown receiving con-
gratulations from his instruc-
tor, Paul Harris (right) as
Clinton Moon, president of the
Birmingham Sales and Public
Relations Association sponsor




Mrs. Gracie Nelson Westbrook,
passed at 1:30 o'clock Wednesday
morning, March 14, after a pro-
longed illness. She is survived by
her husband, Otha Westbrook, Sr.,
one brother Cassell Fisher.
She was a member of t h e
Wright's Chapel AME church, also
a member of the IBP Society No.
6. The funeral was held Sunday,
March 18 at 1 p.m. at the Bush
Grove No. 1 Baptist church, Rev.
B. R. Booker officiating,
Brunswick Willing Workers met
in their first anniversary Sunday,
March 11 at Bunswick school.
Mrs. Gracie Nelson Westbrook,
passed at 1:30 o'clock Wednesday
morning, March 14, 1956 after a
prolonged illness. She is survived
by her husband, Mr. Otha West-
brook, Sr., one brother, Mr. Cas-
sell Fisher.
She was a member of the
Wright's Chapel AME Church
also a member of the I. B. B. So-
ciety No. 6. The funeral was held
Sunday, March 18, 1956 at 1:00
o'clock at the Bush _Grove No. 1
baptist Church, Rev.-IV:R. Book-
er officiating.
Brunswick Willing Workers met
in its first anniversary Sunday.
March 11 at Brunswick School.
This popular club consists of
boys and girls ranging from ages
of 11 to 18.
PROF. TROTTER SPEAKS
Prof. W. I. Trotter %vas guest
speaker which he enlightens the
congregation on some of the his-
tory of the club, and its willing-
ness to help others and enjoy
themselves at the same time.
This club was organized Feb.
19, 1955, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl M. Kirk by Mrs. Earl
M. Kirk for the purpose of train-
ing boys and girls of the import-
ance of business, pleasure and
public wide intelligence.
MEETING NIGHTS
The club meets each second and
fourth Saturday night at 7:30 to
9:30.
Observance of the annual Palm
Sunday service by the Esther
chapter No. 68 will he held at
Fullview Baptist church, Ellen-
dale, Tenn. on Sunday, March 25.
Rev. L. D. McGhee will deliver
Tenn. News
the sermon. Everyone is cordial-
ly invited.
Arthur Perry, worthy patron.
Mrs. I. A. Hardaway, worthy
matron.
The Shelby County Elementary
School Basketball Tourney Friday
and Saturday, March 30-31, at
Woodstock Training School Gym.
Woodstock, Tenn. Teams partici-
pating:
Brunswick, Fullview, Arlington.
Bartlett, E. A. Harrell, Spring-
hill, Germantown, Eads, Hickery
Hill, Woodstock, Berretta.
Pvt. Hugh E. Stevens
Ends Ranger Training
Army Pvt. Hugh E. Stevens, 23,
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Hillman
Stevens, Route 2, Carthage, Miss.,
recently completed sound ranger
training in the 617th Field Artil-
lery Observation Battalion's Bat-
tery C at Fort Sill, Okla.
Private Stevens has been assign-
ed to Fort Huachuca, Ariz. He en-
tered the U. S. Army in Septem-
ber, 1955, and was last stationed
at Camp Chaffee, Ark.
In other parts of the woad peo-
ple are going hungry to work or
school in the morning because
there is little or no food. But in
America, the most prosperous na-
tion in the world, people are go-
ing to work or school hungry be-
cause they do not take time to eat
breakfast.
The pioneers or trail blazers of
America would not have thought
of starting the day without a good
breakfast. They were willing to
get "up early in the morning"
and a "long time before dawn"
as the Bible puts it, in order to
start the day right. Now with all
modern conveniences and good
foods right on the pantry or kit-
chen shelves there are homemak-
ers who neglect to give themselves
and their families that very im-
portant start for the day.
Sometimes breakfast skippers re-
ply flippantly when they are ad-
vised to eat a good breakfast,
"Oh, I'd rather sleep a little long-
er in the morning than to live a
little longer" Such a statement is
not only irreverent but silly. The
one who makes it may have his
wish but at the price of a number
of years of pains, ill-health and
loss of financial security before he
finally pays the penalty for break-
in nature's law.
EARLY SLEEP BEST
It is true that proper and suf-
ficien sleep is necessary but scien-
tists have said that sleep early
in the night does more good than
that in the late morning hours.
This is especially true when late
sleeping means catnaps with the
conscience proddin, "I have to
get up I have to get up." It is
better to turn off the TV a little
earlier at night and get up a little
earlier to start the new day with
a good breakfast.
It is a fact that food can change
lives, and et good breakfast starts
a good day, for happiness and
other emotions are reflected in the
way we eat our food. If everyone
got up in plenty of time to have
an adequate breakfast there would
be more good feelings in the world
and people would go out to greet
the rest of mankind in a better
humor.
Now, a point to consider is
what makes a good breakfast. It
takes planning to have a good
breakfast. It cannot be a hit-or
miss affair. First of all there mu..
be family co-operation and every
one old enough to go to school
should have his definite getting up',
time, which should be enforced by
the father or mother, preferably
the father.
MAKE IT COOPERATIVE
There should be a special time
for breakfast. The family can
make this activity a cooperative
movement with each family mem-
ber doing certain tasks. Breakfast
should be attractive with variety
in its contents. A planned market-
ing trip once a week will melte
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Forrest City and Madison Briefs
By RUBYE F. TURNER
The First Baptist churth of this
city observed its eighty-ninth anni-
versary with a four-day celebra-
tion March 14-18.
The first service, under the
auspices of the Women's Mission-
ary Society of the church, pre-
sented the visiting churches and
their representatives: Lane Chap-
el CME church, hhe Rev. J. L.
Teington; New Light Baptist
church, the Rev. 0. D. Washing-
ton and St. Andrew's Presbyter-
ian church, the Rev. R. J. Christ-
mas. The Rev. J.. L Tellington
delivered the sermon.
Thursday night, the Moir and
the Usher Board of the church
presented Rising Sun B a ptis t
church, the Rev. C. L. Reed;
St. Luke AME church, the Rev.
A. E. McDade; and Beth-Salem
Baptist church, the Rev. G. W.
Pitts who delivered the sermn.
On Friday, the Sunday school and
the BTU presented Madison Light
Baptist church, the Rev. R. B.
Bland: Kynette ME church, the
Rev. B. F. Neal and Christ Epis-
copal church, Mr. A. V. Turner.
The sermon was by the Rev.
R. B. Bland. "The Church's Chal-
lenge in a Changing World" was
the anniversary theme. The Rev.
F. M. McClendon is the pastor.
LADIES GIVE TEA
The Ladies Relief club of St.
Luke AME church held a tea at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hor-
ace McLemore on Ash St., Sun-
day, March 11. Mrs. Pauline Smith
is the president.
Another beautiful tea was held
the same day at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Peoples on Wa-
ter. street by the Women's Mis-
sionary Society of the First Bap-
tist church, Mrs. T. E. Ankrum,
president. The response to both
affairs was exceptionally grati-
fying.
ln Madison, The English Book
club of Lincoln High school Miss
Edna Purifoy, Sponsor, held a
tea at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Starks (they are the par-
ents of Waymon Starks, one of
our Tri-State Defender newsboys).
Miss Frances Jones is the presi-
dent of the club.
The regular meeting of the Sem-
per Fidelis club was graciously
entertained at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. Suggs with a de-
licious turkey dinner. Officers for
1956 were elected as follows; Mes-
dames Robert Smith, president; A.
V. Turner, vice president; C. T.
Cobb, secretary; W. L. Simmons,
financial secretary; B. C. WU-
I hams, treasurer; Will Bond, chap-
la in ; Edgar Barnett, reporter; J.
E. Burke, sr., parliamentaian;
Misses Johnnie C. Tyson, ass'L
secretary, Charlene Warren, cor-
responding secretary, and Lucille
McCall, statistician.
BUTLER BANQUET
The Annual Banquet of the El-
dridge Butler Elementary school
of Madison honoring the school
board and the officers of the
PTA was held Tuesday, March 20.
The principal speaker was M. S.
Smith, superintendent of the For-
rest City special school district.
gram were Mrs. Muriel Hemphill
Wilkins, Mrs. L. J. Clark, Leonard
Wiley, Mrs. M. Steward, Mrs. J.
C. Wiley, C. T. Cobb and the
Lincoln High school band.
The goal for the colored divis-
ion of the 1956 Red Cross Cam-
paign in Forrest City has been
reached, according to the City
chairman, Mrs A. V. Turner, She
would like to express, through this
column, her sincere and grateful
apprecistiee to au the workers
and contributors, both individual
and organizational. "Without such
support," she says, "it Catild not
have been done."
4-N CLUB PLAY
Comedy played a great part ra
creating interest in 4-11 Club ork
when Mrs. C. F. Banks, assistant
county Home Demonstration agent
along with members of various
4-1t Clubs, presented a delightful
short comedy at Lincoln RI g
school and Christ Church Episco-
pal school in celebration of An.
nual 4-H Club Week,
Judy Mae Scott of Christ death
Episcopal school, president of both
her school and the St. Francis
County Council, presented t h •
play, "Dr. 4-H."
Abell Sykes appeared as Dr.
4-H, and he was supported by Lola
Williams, Cecil Twillie and Lavern
Williams. The Play was both en-tertaining and inspiring.
Change Meeting Site
Of Regional Council
MOUND BAYOU, Miss. — The
fifth annual session of the Region
Council of Negro Leadership will
meet in Jackson, Miss., on April
27, Dr, T. R. M. Howard, presi.
dent, announced.
The 10,000-member organization
formerly met here. Dr. Howard
said the change was made because
Jackson is more centrally located.
African Scholar
Will Visit U.S.
ATLANTA, Ga. — Major Roy
C. Abraham, a linguist who has
compiled grammars and diction-
aries of more different African '
languages than any other man liv-
ing, will be residence on the At- ,
lanta University campus during '
the 1956-57 academic year.
A retired district officer of the
Nigerian service, Major Abraham
is a pioneer in the study and re-
cording of the difficult tonal sys-
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557
Convocation Speaker
TALLAHASSEE — Dr. Martin H.
Jenkins, president of Morgan State
college, Baltimore, will address the
student body of Florida A and M
university, March 23 when Kappa
Iota Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Mu National Honor Socie„ty holds
its honors convocation.
• s
SHADE TREES, 15 feet tall, 4 feet wide BLACK MUCK 3 sacks $1.00
EVERGREEN .....50c and up
BARNYARD FERTILIZER of all kinds $5.00 per pick-up load
LEAF-MOLD $8.00 per pick-up load
We do pruning, trimming and fertilizing plants wih liquid ferti-
lizer...25c per plant.
FREEMAN & FREEMAN NURSERY
2743 PARK AVE. PH. 4-2777
•






puts you In touch, Pastor
THI PILGRIMS made history, but no one .4
knew about it for weeks. A trans.Atlantle •
telephone call would have spread the word
fast. Today, wherever you call—whether We
overseas or the next town—you're In touch 441111.""
VII
quickly. And the cost is small.








Stewart Temple AME church on
3. 10th St. had a High Day last
Sunday evening. The Wonder High
scho , band played a number of
songs for the occasion. Soloists
with the band were: Anse11 Rus-
sell, trumpet; Leroy J ack so n,
trumpet; Tommy Parker, a 1 t o
saxaphone; and Miss Carletta
Jackson, piano. Rev. C. Smith Le
pastor of Stewart Temple.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck McGowan
had as their guests last Sunday
their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Phe-
lix Smith of Collierville, Tenn.,
Mr. Jett and a friend, Mrs. Myr-
tise Stewart of 429 S. 10th st.
Mrs. McGowan is the operator
of Imola Beauty Shoppe. 217 S. t8h
st.
Mrs. !Wattle Jones of 1120 Madi-
son, is ill at her home. Her
friends VI ish her a very speedy
recovery. Mrs. Jones is the sis-
ter of Mr. Mose Taylor of S. 11th
st.
SPRING DANCE
The Beauticians Spring Dance
will be held Monday, March 26, at
the Curries Club Tropicana, 1331
Thomas st. Mrs. Eunice Bruce is
chairman with Mrs. Magnolia
Hoskins, co-chairman. Tickets are
available at Elvira's Beauty Shop
240 Mill; Mary Brown Beauty
shop, 1484 S. Cooper: tobbie's
Beauty Shoo, 1443 Springdale;
Streamline and Rose Marie, 1260
Jackson; Littlejohn Beauty Shot),
1038 Peach, and at 2221 Autumn,
West Memphis.
Rev. E. Jones, 1120 Madison is
III in John Gaston hospital. Every-
one is wishing him a v ery
speedy recovery.
The Singing Union will be held
Sunday. March 25 at the Morning
Star Baptist church. at Hulbert,
Ark. Visiting churches are wel-
come. Rev. C. Bolden, pastor.
Mrs. Ruth Holmes, pre3ident.
T. C. Henry, jr., of Salt Lake
City, Utah is visiting friends an:1
relatives in West Memnhis. He is
with the U. S. Air Force. Mr.
Henry, grandson of Mr. L e e
Payne, is a graduate of Wonder
High school.
CHOIR ENTERTAINED
The Senior Singing Choir of 1
Morning Star Baptist church, Hul- I
bert, Ark, was entertained last
I
41•1.1mioni...•••
1 week by Mrs. Reed, of 126 S. 13th
at. Ice cream and cake were
served.
Mrs. Melize Jackson of Lepanto,
ark. was pleasantly surprised last
week with a birthday party given
her by her husband, John Jack-
son, and her mother, Mrs. Lillie
Mae Barnes. Guests present .vere:
Miss Virginia aterriweather, Mrs.
Christine Brown, Mrs. Lillie Mae
Hunt and Earmer Lee Buckhan-
non. Ice cream and cake
served.
Little Robert E. Williams, of 310
N. 13th st. celebrated his fifth
birthday last Tuesday. Robert is




Bora At John Gaston Hospital
MARCH 10, 1956
Pamela Don Henderson, a
daughter, to Odessa Henderson, of
1603 Carnenter.
Glonn Howard Burnett, a son, to
Charles and Doesell Burnett, of
?2: 2 W. Utah.
Michael Lowell Scott, a son, to
Elgin and Millie Scott of 1907 Per-
son.
, Floyd Gene Harmon, a son, to
Arthur L. and Alzadia Harmon, of
230 W. Utah.
Linda Fay Rowell, a daughter,
to Cleveland and Ruth Rowell, of
2127 Kansas.
Peggy Lynn Conley, a daugh-




new wisdom today after learning
to go ahead patternless but by
all means take on new obligations
which you will now find much to
your advantage.
SUNDAY — Do not fail to go to
church regardless of what the
minor obstacles are that try to
hinder you. Never forget t h e
day set aside for rest and wor-
ship.
MONDAY — Money matters you
will find your greatest problem at
this period. You will have to for-
get your wants and pay more at-
tention to your needs, which I
find much.
Tuesday — And this day you
must be aware of the false friends
and stop talking so much as all
you may say is a weapon to in-
jure your prospects. Stop trying
.o buy friendship.
WEDNESDAY — Yes, Aries.
you are one of a dual personality
and down through the years peo-
ple have been unable to under-
:and you. By nature youare very
kind but we do find a sexual
weakness.
THURSDAY — The better things
in life are what you dsanand
regardless how you obtain it. We
call people of this birth pleasure
seekers who find much pleasure
in anything that is daring and
might offer a thrill.
FRIDAY — You must travel to
accomplish the goal you wish to
reach as by remaining in same
place \sill make the great talent
you have remain dormant. I do
advise a change.
Write Prof. Fernandez for all




I PHILADELPHIA — (INSi—The
!United States embarked upon a
new Men's figure skating era on
Monday with replacements neeaed
for Olvmnic, world and U.S. cham-
eion Hayes Alan Jent:ins and his
'erennial runner-up, Ronald Rob-
ert'-on.
, Both Jenkins and Robertson
completed their competitive
careers as amateurs Saturday
night with a one-two finish in fie
U. S. championships at Philadel-
phia — which gave Jenkins his
sixth national title and completed
his grand slam of major 1956 world
honors.
"
Tony Knox, a son, to John E. son, to
aid Annie Knox, of 2127 Kansas. Inarvey,
Wade Emery Lacey, a son, to Lorene
Willie J. and Dewey Lacey, of 3480 Will and
Allen rd. son.
Clarence Johnson, a son, to Ear- Yvonne Bean, a daughter, to
nest and Thelma Johnson, of 879 George and Fannie Bean, of 838
N. Second. Washington.
Elizabeth Diane Echols, a daugh- Katherine Reese, a daughter, to
ter, to John H. and Hattie Ech- Robert and 011ie Reese, of 759 S.
ols, of 2765 Select. Orleans.
George Anthony Taylor, a son.
to John A. and Catherine Taylor.
of 1851 Keltner Circle.
MARCH 11, 1956
Claudia Marie Tate, a daughter'.
to Clem and Maxine Tate, of 1591/2
Locust.
Dianne Springer, a daughter, to
Willie and Lucille Springer, of 637
N. Orleans.
Elsie Von Hurd, a daughter, to
Columbus and Willie Hurd, of 620
N. Third.
Joyce Brown Keys, a daughter,
to Anthony and Floree Keys, of
63 W. Ceder.
Lena Dean ('arter, a daugh-
ter, to Henry and Willie Carter, of
14141/2 S. Main.
Kenneth Lewis Ivory, a son, to
Walter and Helen Ivory, of 973
Hix.
Willie Lee Hall, a son, to Willie
, A. and Ida Mae Hall, of 160 Hick-
ory,
Charlotte Fay Washington, a
, daughter, to Charlie and Bernie
1 Washington, of 708 Vollentine.
Kenneth Ray Irby, a son, to Wal-
ter L. and Helen Irby, of 2241
Eldridge.
Jacqueline Ann Eubanks, a
daughter, to Henry R. and Vir-
ginia Eubanks, of 869 Alaska.
Ira Walter Lee McComb, a son.
to Willie E. and Annie McComb.
of 832 N. Main.
Delores Octas•ia Grandberry, a
daughter, to James and Annie
Grandberry, of 2511 a'andale.
Wiley Ragland, jr., a son, to
Wiley and Queen Ragland, of 758
Hamilton.
Leonell Hawthorne, a daughter,
to George and Stella Hawthorne
of 239 N. Dunlap.
MARCH 12 1955
Dorothy Jean Jones a daugh-
ter to Solon and Ruthie Jones.
of 664 E. Street.
A daughter, to Willie J. and Lil-
lie Stallion, of 162 E. Essex.
Prince Henry Harvey, jr., a
"My-Seventh Annual Statement




Horaa aaarty and $596,C55 01
Branch Office Properties) 
Mortgages:
City-Insured hy FHA and







U. S. Government ..
State and Municipal, U. S.
and Canada
Raaread, United States 
Public Utility, U. S. and
Canada
Industrial and Misc , U. S. 
Preferred and Common Stock;:
Common, U. S —Insured by
FSLIC
84,521.54
64,867.83 $13 292.ta3 32





e ^^' -5 e.'71 192,463 04
1
Preferred, U S. 93.'5
Common, U. S. Including
State Supers ised-
Corporations 1,144.374 00 $ 1,377,839 00
Cash and Bank Deposits 
Interest and Other Insestments 
Income Due and Accrued
$ 907,722.18
362,714 32Net Premium., Uncollected and Deferred  945.356 51
177.594.10
All Other Admitted Assets 
TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS $9 882.183 11
Interest. Rent and Premiums
Collected in Advance .
Taxes and Accrued Expenses
Payable in 1958 
LIAM!: .*:75, CONTINGENCY RESERVE
and SURPLUS
"gal Reserves on Outstanding
Policies and Contracts 
Policy Claims:






Employees Retirement and Savings F;asei 119,055.21
118,277.07
496,008.56








Contingency Reserve and Surplus:
Reserve for Contiegenciea $2,671,778.21
Unassigned surplus  3,750,000.00 $ 6,421,778.21
TOTAL LIABILITIF.S, CONTINGENCY RESERVEAM) at ''.1.1•1.1'S  $49a932,183.11
INSUPANCE IN FORCE $219,591,7;7.00




"NO HOME COMPLETE WITHOUT NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL POLICIES"
MEMPHIS DISTRICT OFFICE, 571 Vance Avenue
Offering All Forms Of
LIFE - HEAL', - MORTGAGE - RETIREMENT
INSURANCE COVERAGE
Agency Inquiries Invited





NEW YORK — Resident Bishop
of Africa for the AME Zion church,
Rt. Rev. Daniel C. Pope, visited
with two former classmates when
he atten led the recent inaugura-
tion of President W. V. S. Tub-
man in Monrovia, Liberia.
Dr. Simmonds Is a rancher and
natural oil roducer. He had wel-
comed President Tubman as of-
ficial representative for the gov-
ernor of Oklahoma when Tubman
visited the U. S. for the inaugura-
tion, Dr. Simmons was house guest
of Mr. Jones.
The three men were members
of the 1911 graduation class at Tus-
kegee. A native of Alabama, Bish-
Charles Edward Ingram, jr., a op Pope is in charge of the Afri-
son, to Charles and Edna Ingram, can Mission aield with headquar-
of 2559 Mt. Moriah. ters in Accra, Gold Ciast.
' James Lamar Blackstone, a son,
to James W. and Mattie Black-
stone, of 278 Guthrie.
Bennie Oaks, a son, to Charlie
and Mamie Oaks, of 449 Vance.
Stephanie Johnson, a daughter,1
to Lucas and Shirley Johnson, of
2953 Hale.
Eugene Piques, a son, to Wil-
liam and Mary Piques, of 879
oadith.
Larry Lee Martin, a son, to Joe
L. and Geraldine Martin, of
1055 Tupelo.
Rozalyn Ann Davis, a daughter,
to LaFayette and Dorothy Davis,
of 2707 Enterprise.
Evelyn Virginia Boyd, a daugh-
ter, to Otis and Venta Boyd, of
1627 Oriole.
MARCH 13, 1956
Dianne Manuel, a daughter, to
Leroy and Susie Manuel, of 1476
Locust.
Percy Beard, a son, to Charlie
and izola Beard, of 912 Willough-
by.
Randy Lewis Woods, a son, to
Elijah and Emma Woods, of 917
Neptune.
Jo Ann Gray, a daughter, to
Robert L. and Mary Gary, of 3012
Broad,
Evelyn Louise Nunley, a daugh-
ter, to Willie and Lenora Nun.
Icy, of 1630 Michigan.
Nathaniel Washington, jr., a son,
to Nathaniel and Hattie Washing-
ton, of 617 King rd.
June Anita Williams, a daugh-
ter, to James E. and Virginia Wil-
liams, of 677 Looney.
Walter Louis Blair, a son, to
James E. and Mary Blair, of 1458
Kerr.
Evelyn Virginia Boyd, a daugh-
ter, to Otis and Venta Boyd, of
1627 Oriole.
Jacquelyn Marie Butler,
daughter, to Elroy and Hattie
Johnson, of 935 Neptune.
Marian Baul, a daughter, to
Steve and Juanita Baul, of 132 W.
Illinois.
MARCH 14, 1956
Ronnie Venell Webb, a son, to
Matthew W. and Augusta Webb,
of 1642 Britton,
Patricia Ann Bearden, a daugh-
ter, to George and Mary Beard-
en, of 870 Willoughby.
William Henry Garner, a son, to
James D. and Revie Garner, of
3079 Fisher.
John Ware, jr., a son, to John
and Charlie Mae Ware, of 15.51
Orr.
Ruby Lee Smith, a daughter, to
John E. and Lorine Smith, of 44
Plum.
Jeanette Luetta J a ck son, a
daughter, Autrey and Ivezeen
Jackson, of 792 Alaska.
Fountain Williams, a son, to
Gus and Melvin Williams, of 300
N. Dunlap,
Rickie Lane Lurry, a son, to
Jessie and Annie Lurry, of 2208
Griggs.
Momiah Webb, jr., a son, to
atomiah and Blythe Webb, of 2904
Chelsea.
MARCH 15, 1956
Joel Lee Edwards, a son, to
Tom A. and Virginia Edwards, of
770 Pendleton.
A son, to John F. and Dorothy
Tools, of 1376 Woodand.
Sharolyne Kay Allen, a daugh-
ter, to Harry and Mary Allen, of
674 W. street.
Linda Sue Givens, a daughter,
to Monday and Katherine Givans,
of 3685 Frisco.
Jerome Renae Flowers, a son
to Willie and Corine Flowers, of
982 Barton.
A daughter, to Roosevelt and
Monie Jones, of 145 Orleans.
Lula B. Rice, a daughter, to
Lonnie B. and Betty Rice of 19
Winchester.
Elizabeth Ann Johnson, a daugh-
ter, to Elmo and Dolly Johnson,
of 2830 Summer.
Joe Ann Smith, a daughter, to
Joe L. and Lillie Smith, of 1955
Person.
Roosevelt Foxx, jr., a son, to
Roosevelt and Jessye Foxx, of 240
B. Georgia.
A daughter, to David and Annie
Lyas, of 21 Farrow.
Eveyonine !McKinney, a daugh-
ter, to R. D. and Doris McKin-
ney, of 3399 Plum.
Shirley Ann White, a daughter,
to Jesse L. and Christeen White,
of 744 Mississippi,
Linda Joyce Gardner, a daugh-
ter, to Nicholas and Mildred Gard-
ner, of 4493 Walnut Grove rd.
Reuben Price, a son, to James
and Annie Price, of 1967 Silver.
MARCH 16, 1956
Peggy Ann Kelley. a daughter,
to Willie J. and Mary Kelley, of
1100 Watford.
Brenda Briggs, a daughter, to
Hugh and Fannie Briggs, of 280
Gayoso.
Dtlores Marie Terrell, a daugh-
ter, to Lee and Bessie Terrell, of
336 Baltic.
Walter Watts, a son, to J. B.
Emma Watts, of 292 N. Manas-
sas.
Will Dumb, jr , a son to Will
and Earline Durrah, of 1072 Lew-
is.
Robert Lee Rutledge, jr., a son.
Roy Lester Rutledge, a s o n.,
( twins) to Robert L. and Rosie
Rutledge of 2912 Maple rd.
Fight Every iiignt
NEW ORLEANS — (INS) — A
sign in a New Orleans tavern often
patronized by sailors reads:
"We don't have TV, but we
guarantee a fight every night."
Prince H. and Romelia
of 1296 Effie. •
Davis, a daughter, • to
Nancy Davis, of 297 Di-
DarneIte timmerson, a daugh-
ter, to Odie and Chessie Jimmer-
son, of 1745 Marble,
Ruby Neil Chapman, a daugh-
ter, to Charlie and Helen Chap-
men, of 433 Leath.
Kenneth Jerome Miller, a son
to Sammy and Margaret Miller,
of 554 Mississippi,
Clara Denise Cannon. a daugh-
ter, to Fred and Clara Cannon, of
1091 Ayers rd.
Julie Ann Livingston, a daugh-
ter, to Willie D. and Louisa Liv-
ingston, of 1497 S. Orleans.
A son, to Orga:n and Annie
Knowlton, of 228 Gu`hrie.
David Allen Crowell, a son, to
Willie J. and Willie Crowell, of
243 Dixie rd.
Ernestine Lovelle Jenkins, a
daughter, to r.arnest and Lovelle
Jenkins, of 1405 James.
"Living in time only one mo-
ment out of the grave." This
seems sadistic thinking to many
but to me it is a good caution
sign to observe on the road of
life, also a good stress breaker in
these days of strain and tension.
All actions and reactions by
groups have their beginnings with
the individual. Groups are nothing
more or less than the combina-
tion of individual actions.
If individuals are to have the
correct attitude toward life, they
must first think of life as a per-
petual existance derived into two
parts, time and eternity • They
must also realize that life is a
journey and not a destination.
NO ONE KNOWS
If time is the first stage, life
does not end with time. The' what
is the value of time in-life? What
shall one do in time?
Whenever one is going on a
journey, there must be some
preparations made for the jour-
ley. Time is the preparation stage
'or the journey of life. No one
anows when time shall end and
eternity will begin. At the !orig.
est, time is brief, also uncertain,
.terefore, because of the brevity
and uncerainty of time, it is
I wise of make full use of it now.
Now is all the time that is granted
to one.
The distance between time and
eternity is one step — The time
one moment. There are many
more things to dash one into
' eternity than there are to sustain
one in time.
All of the things which unpre-
pare men for the whole journey
of life stems from the following:
, careless living, disobedience, self-
ishness, misplaced fears, mis-
placed values a n d misplaced
faith. These forces cause on e to
isregaid life's cautian signs.
These are times when much is
being said about customs, goy( .n-
ments, rights and authorities. 111
af these are interrelated hum
vise both in their executions at
n their benefits. The key to he
'allness an the fruitation of all
'esires in these respects are wrap-
)ed up in the individual.
The road to happy and unirri-
tating human society 'is by the
way of the Golden Rule. Just a
few can realize that they are only
a moment from eternity, a n d
therefore they play the game of
life accordingly to the Master Rule
while they are in time. If any ex-
pect a pleasant journey in eter-
nity, they, too, must so play.
There is no escape from punish-
ment for misdeeds. Think and act




FRANKFORT, Ky. — "A Dance
Film Festival" is title of affair
to be staged at Kentucky State
college Wednesday.
Among features carded are "The
Family Of Man," Trance And
Dance In Bali", "The Rhythm of
Africa," and Spanish Gypsies."
Program is under the direction of
Esther Brown of dance depart-
ment.
Change College Name
Lansing — —Michigan es'imates
that vacationing tourists to this
state spend an average of about






Glenn Alan Lubfeno, New Kensington, Pe., a rrst Prize Winner in the 1955 Carnation Hometown Healthy Baby Conte,
ANOTHER CARNATION HEALTHY BABY CONTEST WINNER
THE SAFEST FORM OF MILK for your
baby's bottle.. .the most nourishing
and most digestible, too. ..that's
Carnation, the "healthy baby" milk
every doctor knows.
':ight out of 10 mothers who feed
their babies a Carnation formula
say: "My doctor recommended it."
So you see—in all the world, there's
ne finer health-building formula for
your precious baby than one madr
with Carnation Milk.






gives you smooth flavor and
perfect results every time...in
every recipe that calls for milk '
CREAMY-RICH Carnation
"creams" coffee, fruits
and cereals to perfection:
Carnation is the rich milk that
whip, too! Get several cans today!
WORLD', LEADING BRAND OR EVAPORATED MILK
' from COntented Cows"
Millions prefer it to any oil;3r brand!
.; )
